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ABSTRACT     

Due to a major concern of susceptibility of single crystal weld to solidification cracking, 

transient liquid phase (TLP) bonding has been developed as an attractive alternative method 

for the repair of these single crystal superalloys. In this research, the effect of process 

parameters on the joint microstructure of TLP bonded single crystal Nickel-base superalloy, 

Rene-N5 using the conventional filler, Nicrobraz 150 is investigated. The bonding experiments 

are performed at the bonding temperatures, 1090oC to 1200oC for bonding times ranging from 

1 to 50 hours. The results show a variable isothermal solidification rate constant, which can be 

attributable to atomic diffusion coefficient that is varying with concentration and time. 

Furthermore, an increase in the bonding temperature is observed to result in a decrease in 

isothermal solidification rate constant (slope), which is in contrast to what is expected based 

on a binary system. The reduction in isothermal solidification rate constant may be due to 

difference in phase relationship in simple Ni-B binary system compared to that in multi-

component Rene-N5 alloy system. Moreover, the experimental results show that the addition 

of additive powder material to a conventional filler alloy powder reduces the processing time 

compared to the use of only conventional filler, which can enhance the effectiveness of the 

bonding process for commercial application.  
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background Information    

The development of the first single crystal (SC) turbine blade for aircraft jet engines in recent 

times has paved the way for the continued use of Nickel-based SC superalloys for high 

temperature applications. These superalloys are advanced materials that have single grain 

owing to the processing technique employed for their production known as directional 

solidification [1], [2], [3], [4]. The engine manufacturers opt for the second generation Nickel-

based SC superalloys as raw materials (see Figure 1.1) for hot section components since they 

demonstrate excellent resistance to high-temperature oxidation and corrosion, exceptional 

mechanical properties and phase stability while subjected to service conditions at elevated 

temperatures [2], [5], [6]. Rene-N5 is classified as a second generation alloy having rhenium 

concentration at about 3-4 wt. % among the Nickel-based SC superalloys developed at General 

Electric [2], [7], [8]. The strengthening effect in this alloy is governed by two mechanisms, 

namely solid solution and precipitate hardening [8], [9].  

The harsh operating conditions encountered by superalloys particularly single crystal 

superalloys (including Rene-N5) after a protracted period of service conditions often lead to 

abrupt degradation of the inherent thermo-mechanical behaviors. This degradation is attributed 

to creep, fatigue, and aggressive processes of oxidation-corrosion [8], [10], [11], [12]. 

Generally, replacement and repair actions are considered as a remedy to this problem of 

damaged parts. Repair action is widely utilized relative to replacement because it has been 

shown to be cost-effective [13]. Welding and brazing have been successfully applied on 

superalloys with remarkable successes. However, these joining techniques have some major 

drawbacks such as stress-induced cracks when applied on gamma prime strengthened alloys 

[9], [10], [11]. It is observed that materials, such as Rene-N5, contains γ'-promoting alloying  
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Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of materials application in a gas turbine [20]      
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elements in an amount that is substantial to cause stress-induced cracks especially within the 

heat-affected zones (HAZ) [8], [9], [11], [12], [14], [15]. This noticeable difficulty is the reason 

for the name, “difficult-to-weld” for these alloys, as shown in Figure 1.2 [10], [16]. A 

developed method that could be used as an attractive alternative due to its peculiarity of 

combining the characteristic benefits of brazing and diffusion bonding is transient liquid phase 

bonding (TLP). Other advantages of this method are cost-effectiveness and excellent joint 

integrity [10], [12], [17], [18].  

During TLP bonding, a filler alloy which contains melting point depressants (MPD) is properly 

located between the surfaces of the materials to be joined (base metal) and arranged accordingly 

to make the joint assembly. The assembly is heated in a vacuum furnace to a pre-determined 

bonding temperature which is usually between the solidus of the base metal and liquidus of the 

filler alloy. The process proceeds with the melting of the filler alloy, which prompts dissolution 

of the base metal to establish local equilibrium. Activation of the isothermal solidification is as 

a result of the vacancy diffusion of the MPDs into the base metal as the assembly is retained at 

the bonding temperature for a specific holding time [14], [15], [17], [18]. 

Since it is the commonest practice to use single crystal turbine blade instead of polycrystalline 

turbine blade [19], the efficient joining of single crystal superalloys is crucial towards 

extending the service life of hot-section components. This joining is not only meant for post-

service repairs but also for fabrication demands. Due to the limitations on the use of third 

generation single crystal superalloys, there is a need to optimize the applications of various 

second generation single crystal alloys. This is to satisfy the drive for overall efficiency in aero-

engines and land-based turbines in terms of cost reduction and performance. Consequently, it 

is essential to fully explore the benefits of TLP, with respect to traditional repair methods, for 

satisfactory joining of similar difficult-to-weld alloys. This would be achieved by adequate 

control of the kinetics of TLP through the governing process parameters such as bonding  
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Figure 1.2: Diagram showing weldability assessment of superalloys [21] 
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temperature, bonding time and filler composition so as to obtain a joint that exhibits 

microstructural features indistinguishable from that of the base metals and can perform to fulfill 

service requirements. 

Several studies had been done on TLP bonding of single crystal Ni-base superalloys [6], [7], 

[22], [23], [24], [25], [26]; however, further work still need to be done to add to the existing 

knowledge as regards the interrelationship between process parameters and joint 

microstructure, particularly single crystal (SX) Rene-N5. Therefore, this study has been carried 

out to investigate the effect of process parameters on joint microstructure during TLP bonding 

of SX aerospace Rene-N5.  

1.2 Research Objectives 

The objective of this research work is to investigate the influence of process parameters, 

specifically, holding time, bonding temperature and filler alloy on the joint microstructure 

produced by TLP bonding of single crystal Rene-N5. 

1.3 Summary of Work Done 

Samples of Rene-N5 were bonded at temperatures between 1090oC and 1200oC inclusive for 

bonding times of 1 hour, 5 hours, 10 hours, 15 hours, 25 hours, and 50 hours using 200 µm gap 

size and filler, NB-150, to achieve the research objective. To study the effect of temperature 

and time, experiments were conducted at bonding temperatures of 1090oC, 1120oC, 1150oC, 

and 1180oC at the above-stated bonding times. The effect of filler alloy on the microstructure 

of single crystal Rene-N5 was studied. Two types of filler alloy were used, namely: 100% 

conventional filler and powder mixture (which is a combination of conventional filler and 

additive powder). The effects of certain factors on the extent of melting of the additive powder 

were investigated by conducting surface deposition at temperatures of 1180oC and 1200oC for 

1 hour. These factors investigated are temperature, mix ratio, powder size, and type of additive. 
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This is to obtain the condition of complete melting of the additive powder so as to avoid 

formation of stray grains. Lastly, experimental work was performed to investigate the effect of 

using additive powder mixture instead of conventional filler on the processing time.   

1.4 Major Findings 

Microstructural analysis performed on the bonded joint reveals that it is comprised of three 

regions, namely: Isothermal Solidified Zone (ISZ), On-cooling Solidified Zone (OSZ), and 

Diffusion Affected Zone (DAZ). There is formation of centerline eutectic along the bonded 

joints owing to insufficient holding time to achieve complete isothermal solidification. The 

average width of the eutectic is observed to reduce with the increase in holding time. This 

follows a linear relationship between the width of the isothermal solidified zone and the square 

root of holding time up to a certain time before deviation is observed. Hence, there is variable 

isothermal solidification rate constant (slope), which is in contrast to the expected constant 

slope based on standard TLP bonding models. This observation may be attributed to the 

diffusion coefficient that is varying with concentration and time. Also, the numeric value 

obtained from computing activation energy for the diffusion of boron in Rene-N5 is high, 

which implies that longer processing time is required during the TLP bonding of single crystal 

Rene-N5. 

The experimental result, obtained by increasing the bonding temperature from 1090oC to 

1120oC, shows increase in the rate constant of isothermal solidification as the bonding 

temperature was increased. However, additional increase in the bonding temperature from 

1120oC to 1200oC results in decrease in the isothermal solidification rate constant, which is in 

contrast to slope increment in a binary system This could be due to solidus and liquidus 

concentrations in a multicomponent system being different from that of binary system and are 

in forms, which cause the reduction in slope as the temperature increases. 
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Furthermore, some parameters are found to influence the extent of melting of the filler alloy. 

These include: temperature, powder size, mix ratio and filler alloy composition. It is observed 

that the extent of melting increases as powder size and mix ratio reduces. However, the extent 

of melting increases as temperature increases. This observation could be because the liquidus 

concentration reduces as the bonding temperature increases, based on the Ni-B phase diagram. 

Complete melting of the filler alloy containing additive powder is necessary for single crystal 

so as to avoid the formation of stray grains. In this part of the current work, it is observed that 

the use of an alloy, such as IN-738, as an additive powder is better than pure Nickel to achieve 

complete melting. Hence, the reason the IN-738 powder melted more than Nickel powder may 

be attributed to the fact that alloying elements in IN-738 reduces the melting point of Nickel. 

Lastly, the experimental results show that the use of filler mixture containing 40% fine IN-738 

additive powder and 60% conventional filler resulted into complete melting at 1200oC and 

caused a considerable reduction (23.16%) in the processing time of a single crystal joint during 

TLP bonding when compared to the use of 100% conventional filler, NB-150. This can enhance 

the effectiveness of the bonding process for commercial application.  

1.5 Thesis Format 

Chapter 1 is an overview of the work with an ordered arrangement of subsections as 

background information, research objective, work done, major findings, and thesis format.  

Chapter 2 contains the review of the literature on relevant concepts relating to superalloys and 

joining techniques. The various types of superalloys, as well as the strengthening mechanisms, 

are discussed. The major part of this chapter focused on the principle of operations, advantages, 

and disadvantages of each joining technique. The scope of this work is paraphrased to conclude 

this chapter. 
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Chapter 3 is the presentation of the materials used and experiments performed, which include 

sample preparations, TLP bonding, and post-bonding operations. Also, the analyses conducted  

on metallographic equipment are listed.  

In chapter 4, the investigations on the microstructural analyses of Rene-N5 prior and after TLP 

bonding are reported. The detail discussions on the influence of time, temperature, and filler 

alloy compositions on the TLP bonded Rene-N5 are also presented. The calculation of the 

percentage reduction in processing time achieved with the help of additive powder is included.  

Chapter 5 is the conclusion on the findings in this research work and recommendation for future 

work. 
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CHAPTER 2 - LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Historical Background of Superalloys 

The name “superalloy” is believed to be used firstly in the middle of 1940s to designate a class 

of alloy with high performance at elevated temperatures [27]. This class of alloy was meant for 

use in gas turbine engines of military aircraft at that time. The development of the nickel-base 

alloys and cobalt-base alloys for turbochargers or superchargers of aircraft engine seems to 

originate the name “superalloys” [27]. There was speculation regarding the origin of “super-

alloys” that it was initially referred to the group of stainless steel alloys. The advent of 

superalloys can be traced to the challenges of thermal degradation encountered in the use of 

aero-engines and gas turbines before World War II [28]. This was due to the delay in the 

technology of the aero-engines and gas turbines in the 20th century. The restrictions on the 

applications of stainless steels [29] resulted in a need for materials that can operate at very high 

temperatures without failure of degradation. This started with the development of heat resistant 

steels during the periods of industrial revolution [27]. The craving for solutions to this problem 

over time led to the development of superalloys through the improvement of the pre-existing 

alloys to make iron-based alloys and cobalt-based alloys. Hence, superalloy is used to describe 

this class of iron-based alloys and cobalt-based alloys. The first set of these alloys were 

produced using vacuuming melting process [27]. The word ‘super’ is used to describe the 

excellent behavior of this class of alloys at elevated temperatures, which makes the name to be 

established for the class of iron-base alloys by the year 1960. This was even before adequate 

information about the required compositions, structure, and procedures for heat treatment 

needed for the successful development of these superalloys [27]. Generally, superalloys can be 

defined as a group of high-performance alloys with heat resistance capability and can operate 

at a range of temperatures of 0.7 to 0.85 of their melting temperature [27], [30], [31], [32]. 
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These alloys have been applied in the hot sections of gas turbines and aircraft engines due to 

their resistance to oxidation as well as excellent creep strength from the period preceding World 

War II [30], [33], [34]. During the 1930s and 1950s, the progress in the development of 

superalloys was on microstructure optimization and process optimization [35]. The first known 

superalloy developed is called Nichrome [29], [35], [36] and the first successful gas turbine 

engine was jointly produced for aircraft in the year 1937 by Hans von Ohain and Max Hahn 

[35]. 

2.2 Types of Superalloys 

Superalloys are generally known as a class of nickel alloys [37]. The two main criteria used in 

the classification of superalloys are:  

1. The chief element in the superalloy 

2. The grain structure 

Based on the chief elements in the superalloy, we have three classes of the superalloy, which 

are nickel-based superalloy, cobalt-based superalloy, and iron-based superalloy. Based on the 

grain structure of the superalloy, we have three classes of superalloys which are single-crystal 

superalloy, polycrystalline superalloys, and directionally solidified polycrystalline superalloys. 

Grain boundaries serve as weak points in polycrystalline superalloys [27]. To improve the 

performance and mechanical properties of these alloys, a method was devised to produce 

columnar structures such that the grains and component axis are in parallel alignment [27]. 

These resulting alloys are referred to as directionally solidified superalloys. Then, single 

crystals were developed to suitably eliminate problems of grain boundary effect in superalloys.  

2.3 Nickel-Based Superalloys 

Certain corrective methods, including coating, cooling, and use of thermal resistance 

superalloys, have been devised to ensure thermal efficiency of aero-engines. Nickel-based 
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superalloys are known to be made up of alloying elements to the maximum of thirteen (13) 

such that their weight composition is to be about 40 percent [34], [38], [39], [40], [41]. The 

principal element is taken to be Nickel, which has an austenitic face-centered cubic (FCC) 

crystal lattice structure in the matrix phase[33], [38]. Franklin and Betteridge studied and 

explained the nature of gamma prime in the matrix of a superalloy by using x-ray diffraction 

technique [27]. Nickel-based superalloys have certain properties (such as creep strength, hot 

corrosion resistance, stability, etc.) that have contributed to the increase in the demand of these 

alloys for industrial uses. Superalloys can be produced and supplied as either cast or wrought 

forms. Wrought forms have high ductility, strength, and toughness [42] while the cast alloys 

exhibit good creep strength [33]. Cast superalloys can be further categorized into three, namely 

directionally solidified, conventionally cast, and single crystal. Single Crystal superalloys 

possess relatively excellent mechanical properties at high temperature due to the absence of 

grain boundaries. This has influenced the occurrence of high demand of single crystal in the 

manufacture of components like turbine blades of aero-engines, land-based gas turbine, and 

land-based natural gas-fired power generators [32], [34], [39], [32], [41], [43]. Single Crystal 

superalloys are alloyed with refractory elements such as rhenium, molybdenum, tungsten so as 

to improve the creep resistance as well as rupture properties [44], [45]. Based on the content 

of ruthenium and rhenium, there are six (6) classes of these alloys called generations of single 

crystal superalloys [33] as represented in Table 1. Despite the vital roles of these refractory 

elements in strengthening the matrix, there is great danger of topologically close-packed (TCP) 

phases being formed if subjected to long service conditions under elevated temperatures [34], 

[46], [47]. Rhenium is known to promote the precipitation of TCP-phases [48] that can 

invariably cause adverse effects on the phase stability and mechanical properties of these 

superalloys [49] and it is a major concern as regards the mechanical properties of 

polycrystalline alloys [33].  
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Table 2.1: Examples and classification of superalloys according to generations [33]. 
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This problem is reduced with the development of fourth and fifth generation nickel base 

superalloys relative to lower generation classes of superalloys [48] by the disruption of 

precipitation of TCP phases due to the addition of ruthenium into the composition of these 

superalloys [50]. Long-time service use at high-temperature applications is assisting the 

formation of these phases within the microstructure of single crystal superalloys despite all the 

efforts made at the production stage of manufacturing single crystal superalloys to eliminate 

TCP-phases precipitation.  

2.4 Strengthening Mechanism and Metallurgy for Superalloys 

Strengthening mechanisms are means by which essential properties of the superalloys are 

improved such that they can perform efficiently in their various applications, particularly aero-

engine. This makes it a necessity to use quality materials in the manufacture of the components 

that make up these power-unit engines. The term “quality material” refers to having inherent 

properties that meet these engine service conditions which are regarded to be harsh and a great 

deal of efficiency, as well as safety, is required [10]. Different materials have different 

microstructures [28]. It is the chemical composition that dictates the constituents of the phase, 

and the phases make up the microstructure that is formed [28]. The microstructures determine 

the properties as well as the performance of the materials [28], [10]. For instance, grain sizes 

play vital roles in determining the mechanical properties of metals and their alloys. A fine grain 

results in excellent mechanical properties like tensile and fatigue life properties, whereas the 

coarse grain improves the creep and crack growth, especially at high temperatures [51]. Failure 

of materials is inevitable over the service conditions after a certain time, but it can be reduced 

by taking adequate preventive measures. The superalloys are used in the manufacture of the 

components of these engines due to their reliability, phase stability, excellent performance at 

elevated temperatures, and cost efficiency [10].  
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The strength of metals and their alloys can be improved majorly in two ways, namely, methods 

of alloying and processing, which could be mechanical, thermal, or thermomechanical 

processes [51]. The essence of strengthening mechanism is to impede the dislocation glide, and 

this can be achieved by lattice resistance, solid solution strengthening/hardening, precipitation 

of intermetallic phases or strengthening [51], [38], [52] and grain boundary strengthening. The 

latter is only applicable to polycrystalline superalloy. The FCC crystal lattice of nickel enables 

these superalloys the greater ability to dissolve many other elements [38] in the form of 

interstitial and substitution solute atoms. The purpose is to impede the dislocation glide at high 

temperatures [51], [53] and thus increase the yield strength of superalloys via solid solution 

strengthening. Nickel-base superalloys are generally known to have face center cubic structure, 

which is a gamma matrix comprising of nickel, chromium, cobalt, molybdenum, and iron [54]. 

Nowadays, the alloy optimization process is commonly adopted to strengthen the matrix of 

nickel-base superalloys by the addition of substitutional elements into the solid solution due to 

the electronic configuration of nickel [51], [55].  

Elements like titanium and aluminum are considered essential solutes relative to 

microstructural properties of nickel-based superalloys and they are usually with a total 

concentration that is not greater than ten atomic percent [28], [56], [57]. They produce a two-

phase equilibrium microstructure which consists of evenly distributed gamma-prime (γ') in a 

gamma (γ) face center cubic matrix of nickel base superalloy [34], [39], [47], [58]. The quantity 

of gamma prime (γ') is determined by temperature and chemical composition [57] which 

controls their volume fraction in the matrix. The gamma prime is an ordered hardening 

precipitate, and its crystallographic inter-relationship with the gamma matrix contributes to the 

high strength and creep resistance of superalloys [40], [54], tensile strength and fatigue life at 

elevated temperatures. The size and forms of these hardening precipitate are controlled by the 

formation processes using standard heat-treatment procedure [59]. The sizes of the gamma 
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prime contribute to the yield strength of the material through the interaction between these 

intermetallic phases and the dislocation [54]. The composition of the gamma prime affects their 

ability to resist shearing [34], [38], [58] and their respective volume fraction is influenced by 

their chemical compositions. The low volume fraction with large inter-spacing particle and 

coarse precipitates can cause the matrix dislocation to bend around the precipitate with regards 

to Orowan mechanism [28], [38], [54]. Otherwise, there is dislocation cutting in the case of 

coarse grains [28], [54]. Hence, the efficient performance of nickel-base superalloys can be 

attributed to their microstructure and chemical compositions [59]. These are essential factors, 

among others, such as the size of the precipitate, forms, and phase composition, that are 

considered in alloy optimization [34], [38], [58]. 

2.5 Microstructure of Nickel-Base Superalloy 

The microstructure of Nickel-based superalloys contains the following phases described below:  

 Gamma Matrix: This is denoted by a Greek letter with this symbol, γ. It is a continuous 

nonmagnetic phase matrix of FCC Nickel [28]. As an austenitic solid solution phase 

[56], it can dissolve certain solutes such as tungsten, cobalt, iron, molybdenum, and 

chromium.  

 Gamma Prime: This is denoted by this symbol, γ'. It contains solute atoms such as 

titanium and aluminum as chief of others. This phase is responsible for superior strength 

at high temperature as well as creep resistance [28]. The constituent element ratio is 

Ni3Al, and the microstructure contains ordered L12 crystal [41]. The schematic diagram 

of the microstructure is shown in Figure 2.1. 

 Gamma Double Prime: This is denoted by this symbol, γ''. Solute atom like niobium 

combines with nickel form body-centered tetragonal Ni3Nb in the presence of iron. This  
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the gamma structure and gamma prime structure [56]. 
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phase is responsible for very suitable strength within temperature ranges from low to 

intermediate [28]. 

 Borides: These are formed when the diffusing boron solutes exceed their solubility in 

Nickel.   

 Grain Boundary γ': The combined effect of service condition and heat treatments 

produce this phase at grain boundaries. They are responsible for better rupture 

properties [28], [56].  

 Topologically close-packed (TCP) Type Phase: These phases are in the form of plates 

and needles. Examples are σ and μ, which are brittle phases. They lower the rupture 

strength and ductility [28]. 

 Carbides: Carbon reacts with certain metals to form carbides. They are very good for 

strengthening the grain boundaries.   

2.6 Aerospace Single Crystal Rene-N5 

Rene-N5 is a second generation Nickel-based superalloy and was produced at General Electric 

about three decades ago [60], [61]. The composition by weight of each constituent elements is 

shown in Table 2.2 and contains about 3-4% concentration of rhenium [7]. Rene-N5 has a 

stable microstructure and strength that is capable of resisting the effect of high-temperature 

degradation [7]. It has a better creep strength by 30oC greater than the first generation 

superalloys [62]. The density of Rene-N5 is 8.63g/cm3 [62], [50], [63] and its young modulus 

is found to be between 140-150 GPa [64]. The absolute melting range for this alloy is found to 

be between 1651 K and 1653 K [65] and suitably strengthened by gamma prime formers with 

the addition of solute elements such as tungsten, tantalum, and chromium [66]. The mechanical 

properties are greatly improved by the ratio of two vital constituent elements, which are 

aluminum and titanium. For instance, this alloy has excellent creep strength as a result of the  
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Table 2.2: Percentage composition by weight of elements in Rene-N5 [41], [61], [62] 

Elements % wt composition 

Ni balance 

Cr 7.0 

Co 7.5 – 8.0 

Mo 1.5 – 2.0 

W 5.0 

Ta 6.5 – 7.0 

Re 3.0 

Nb - 

Al 6.2 

Ti - 

Hf 0.15 – 2.0 

C 0.05 

B 0.00 – 0.04 

Y 0.01 
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presence of aluminum [63] but limited in its applications because of its susceptibility to the 

formation of crack and the cost of producing them by process of casting is very high [60]. Since 

this alloy retains a considerable amount of residual stresses (due to the high concentration of 

Ti and Al) if joined by welding (especially fusion welding), it is considered to be difficult to 

weld [16], [67]. 

2.7 Roles of Alloying Elements in Rene-N5 

The excellent properties of this alloy are obtained from the individual contributions of each 

constituent elements. The elements and their respective roles are discussed below [56]: 

i. Chromium:  

 It ensures strengthening of the gamma matrix 

 It ensures strengthening of the gamma prime 

 It impairs the lattice mismatch 

 It diminishes the energy of the antiphase boundary 

 It amplifies the extent of resistance to corrosion and oxidation  

 It safeguards the surface by the oxide film 

ii. Cobalt:  

 It ensures strengthening of the gamma matrix 

 It raises the energy of the antiphase boundary 

 It ensures the easy formation of the strengthening precipitate 

iii. Molybdenum: 

 It ensures strengthening of the gamma matrix 

 It ensures strengthening of the gamma prime 

 It impairs the lattice mismatch 

 It raises the energy of the antiphase boundary 
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 It ensures the gamma prime that is stable 

iv. Tungsten: 

 It ensures strengthening of the gamma matrix 

 It ensures strengthening of the gamma prime 

 It impairs the lattice mismatch 

 It ensures the gamma prime that is stable 

v. Tantalum: 

 It ensures strengthening of the gamma prime 

 It raises the lattice mismatch 

 It enhances the formation of strengthening precipitates 

vi. Aluminum: 

 It ensures strengthening of the gamma matrix 

 It diminishes the energy of the antiphase boundary 

 It amplifies the extent of resistance to corrosion and oxidation  

 It safeguards the surface by the oxide film 

 It enhances the formation of strengthening precipitates 

vii. Hafnium: 

 It builds up the grain boundary 

viii. Carbon: 

 It promotes the formation of phases at the grain boundary. 

ix. Boron: 

 It forms the borides. 
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2.8 Methods of Repair and Metal Joining of Superalloys 

The purpose of joining of alloys such as superalloy can be categorized into three (3), namely 

maintenance repair, component fabrication, and joining of dissimilar metals [56]. In the first 

instance, high working efficiency in the use of engines is very paramount for optimum 

operation of these engines such as gas turbines, aero-engines at elevated temperatures. Despite 

the advantage of high efficiency, there is aftermath danger in running these engines at such 

temperatures since it can lead to quick degradation of the parts of these engines. Hence, 

methods of joining are required to prolong the service life as well as reduce the cost of 

maintenance of the engine parts with various shapes ranging from simple to complex or 

intricate ones. For the purpose of accomplishing a successful production process, several 

simple parts can be made and joined so as to obtain any complex shape assembly. Similarly, 

different materials with different crystal structure may be joined, e.g., a combination of single 

crystal and polycrystalline alloys into a single component part.  

It is important that a joining process must be neat aesthetically, cheap, and ensure the structural 

integrity of the joint [10].  Due to major reasons of fabrication and repair as a result of the 

failure, there are already existing methods of joining which can be divided into the following 

categories highlighted  below [10], [68], [69]:   

i. Physical methods 

ii. Mechanical methods 

iii. Chemical methods.  

Mechanical joining methods are said to be localized because they are point-like attachments of 

parts to be joined and make use of fasteners like rivets, screws, bolts, nails, etc. This method is 

known for its cost-effectiveness and reliability in making joints, and the components of the 

joints are firmly held together by either tensile residual stresses or compressive residual 

stresses. This method has found applications in joining plates of ships, flanges of both high and  
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low-pressure vessels, interlocking seams to mention but few. 

A suitable chemical reaction, involving adhesives as the commonest materials, is required to 

make a joint in chemical methods which can cause residual stresses in the parts to be bonded. 

Unlike in mechanical joints, these developed stresses are detrimental and can jeopardize the 

structural soundness of the bonded joint. These adhesives are either solvent-based or reaction-

based [10], [69], and a major example of adhesives is epoxy resin. 

Another method of joining materials is achieved by the physical method in which the joining 

is done by a change of state from the liquid phase to the solid phase. Examples of these methods 

are welding, brazing, diffusion bonding, and transient liquid phase bonding [10].  

Generally, the superalloys are used in an unfriendly environment which subjects them to 

various failure mechanisms. Upon failure, the choice of a replacement or obtaining a newly-

produced part as corrective maintenance do not justify cost and time. The feasible alternative 

is to repair. The physical methods of joining are vastly used more than any other method of 

joining to produce structurally good joints for superalloys depending on the suitability of each 

method as regards the parts to be joined. The highlights of these methods will be discussed 

further. 

2.8.1 Welding 

Forge welding was just a primitive method of joining metals until some inventions and 

discoveries were made, as far back as 2000 B.C., which are believed to give birth to the current-

day welding processes. In, 1836, Edmund Davy uncover the use of acetylene gas and resistance 

welding was discovered in the eighteenth century, but it was not used until the early nineteenth 

century. Landmark progress was made in 1800 as regards the development of suitable welding 

techniques. The various factors considered to be vital to the use of welding processes are nature 

of metal that is to be joined, cost (capital) implications, types of components to be produced, 

job location and manufacturing methods, materials, availability of equipment and wealth of 
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experience of the welder [70]. The principle of operations involved in the course of welding 

will be discussed next. 

2.8.1.1 Fusion welding 

Fusion welding is a collective name for every welding technique whereby a source of heat is 

used locally to cause heating and melting of the parent metal to be joined. This simultaneously 

solidifies and cools thereafter such that the parts of the metals to be joined surrounding heat 

affected zone are at about room temperature [68], [71]. Fusion welding process takes simply 

two stages, namely [68], [72]:  

 Melting of the parts to be joined  

 Solidification of the welded joint. 

In the course of melting, a molten pool is formed which then grows into the required 

dimensions [73], stabilized and maintained until solidification is completed. Additions of filler 

metal(s) into the pool may be done, but it is not generally used while joining metals using 

available welding processes. Any weld in which filler metal is not used is called autogenous 

weld [70]. The beads of the weld are formed with every individual pass of the source of heat 

during the welding process and the thickness of the component parts to be joined determines 

the number of beads to be formed. Various applications of fusion welding are in the following 

industries: construction, aerospace, chemical and petrochemical, vehicle designs and 

production, electronics, and power generation [74]. By carefully examining the surface of a 

welded joint, three separate zones can be seen, as shown in Figure 2.2, namely [10], [74]: 

 The fusion zone. 

 The Heat Affected Zone (HAZ) that do not melt [75]. 

 The parent metal or base metal zone. 
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Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of a welded component [74]. 
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Upon the application of the heat source to the parts to be joined, there is accelerated heating, 

melting, and effective spread of the liquid (molten) metal in the weld pool [76]. This is as a 

result of fluid pressure by buoyancy, surface tension and/or electromagnetic forces if electrical 

energy is applied [10], [74], [76]. The subsequent transfer of heat and fluid flow control a lot 

of factors listed below [74], [77]:  

 Weld pool size as well as shape. 

 Cooling rate. 

 Kinetics of various transformation reactions which occurs within the fusion zone as 

well as heat affected zone. 

The shape of the weld determines the dendrite and grain growth selection processes [74]. Also, 

the partitioning of some elements such as hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen within the weld pool 

and immediate weld surroundings together with the change of state of alloying elements greatly 

affects the properties, microstructure, and composition of the welded joint. The sources of heat 

are an electric arc, high energy beams (laser or electrons) and fuel (gas flame). The power 

density is highest for the high energy beam (approximately 109 W/cm2) and least in gas flame 

[73], [71].  There is great gain in increasing the power density of the source of heat. Among 

the benefits are the suitable depth of weld penetration, greater welding speeds, and excellent 

quality of the weld with damage to the parts to be welded reduced to a minimum [71]. Based 

on the source of heat used to accomplish a welding process, fusion welding can be sub-divided 

into three (3) categories. The first category comprises of gas metal arc welding (GMAW), 

submerged arc welding (SAW) and gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW). The second category 

includes electron-beam and laser beam welding. The third category includes gas welding. 

Though electroslag welding does not use electric arc, it is classified under arc welding for easy 

discussion of the types of welding processes [71]. These three major types of fusion welding 

processes are highlighted below [10], [70]: 
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I. Gas welding:  

Oxyacetylene welding: This welding process employs the use of a fuel gas called 

acetylene while the required heat of welding is obtained from the burning of 

combustible gas in air (oxygen).   

II. Arc welding:  

Shielded metal arc welding: In this method of welding, there is the formation of a 

shielded arc which is achieved by the breaking down of the coating of the electrode. It 

is used in the construction of machines, bridges, buildings, etc.   

Gas–tungsten arc welding: The electrode used for this welding is made from tungsten. 

In this method of welding, there is provision for the protection of the arc between the 

electrode and the materials to be welded by a shielding gas. It is used for tubes and pipe 

joints.  

Plasma arc welding: The principle of operation could employ either a non-transferable 

arc or transferable arc, which is formed between a non-consumable electrode (made 

from tungsten) and weld pool. It is used virtually for all metals. 

Gas–metal arc welding: In this method, it is not required to change electrode since it 

is continuously fed as a wire during welding. The arc is between the non-discontinuous 

wire electrode and weld area. It is used for all general purposes in manufacturing.  

Flux-cored arc welding: The electrode has tube geometry with the flux embedded in 

its core. It is used for certain grades of steel as well as cast iron. It can be used for all 

general purposes of shop and field fabrications.  

Submerged arc welding: The electrode is a bare metal, and the arc is effectively 

produced between the bare metal and the weld pool. A granular flux is poured on the 

surface of the parent metals to be welded which invariably submerged the arc, the 

electrode, and the weld pool. It is chiefly used for heavy steel plates.  
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Electroslag welding: The required heat for this type of welding is produced by the 

opposition to the flow of electric current. This method can be used for steels, dissimilar 

metals, and aluminum.   

III. High-energy beam welding:  

Electron beam welding: The required heat is generated by moving electrons with high 

velocity while the atmosphere for this welding must be a vacuum. This is mostly used 

for metals such as titanium [78], [70].  

Laser beam welding: The required heat is generated by a laser beam, and it is used in 

power plants, ship-building, and pipelines [73].  

2.8.1.2 Limitation of fusion welding 

Certain elements that made up superalloys have placed restrictions on the use of available 

joining technique such as fusion welding since there is a strong affinity between these elements 

(aluminum and titanium) and oxygen [79], [21]. Hence, oxidation is a major setback due to the 

reaction between oxygen and these constituent elements. The microstructure of the superalloys 

are primarily made up of single phase of gamma and the weld zone created by fusion welding 

process is vulnerable to various hot cracking phenomena, e.g., solidification cracking, reheat 

cracking, ductility dip cracking and liquation cracking [79]. In the case of single crystal 

superalloys, there are three (3) major problems associated with fusion welding of these alloys 

which are loss of nature of single crystal superalloys, solidification cracking, and strain-age 

cracking [75] and they are discussed further below [75]:  

i. Solidification cracking: This is also referred to as hot cracking and considered as the 

most common fusion zone defect in welding. In a fusion welding process, the region in 

the parent metal ahead of the weld pool is heated and melted such that stress 

(compressive) is built-up, thereby resulting into expansion. However, the region behind 

the weld pool is undergoing an alternate process of solidification and contraction. 
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Therefore, the interactions among the parent metal, weld pool, and the solidified weld 

region cause strength variation and tensile stresses to be developed. The cracking is 

said to occur if the developed thermal tensile stress is more than the yield strength of 

the parent metal in a region of low ductility. Such cracking, during the process of 

welding, is known as solidification cracking (or hot cracking). Based on weld pool 

theory, there is direct variation between the speed of welding and the rate of cooling of 

the region behind the weld pool. Thus, reduction in the size of the weld pool and 

increase in speed lead to a corresponding increase in the rate of cooling. If the rate of 

cooling is high, the thermal residual stresses formed would be high, and the joint is 

structurally deformed by the resulting cracks.  

ii. Loss of nature of single crystal superalloys: During the process of solidification, some 

broken-off tips of dendrites grow into the mushy zones and the tips of these dendrites 

function as nuclei for the group of equiaxed grains. These grains become stray grains if 

they become misorientated and have grain boundary with a high angle. Formation of 

stray grains can impair the effectiveness of creep behavior of superalloys as a result of 

the formation of solidification cracking. Since single crystal superalloys are without 

grain boundary, there is no need for elements (such as hafnium) to promote 

strengthening of the boundary. This makes it very important that stray grains are not 

formed in single crystal superalloys due to their deleterious nature. 

iii. Strain-ageing cracking: This is also called re-heat cracking [21], and it is caused by 

thermal stresses resulting from the combined effect of elevated temperature of service 

conditions and heat-treatment procedures [21]. Heat-treatment procedures can be used 

to remove residual stresses so as to restore the functional properties of single crystal 

superalloys by the precipitate strengthening. During the fusion welding, this 

precipitated phase can be formed in the regions within the heat affected zone (HAZ) 
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adjacent to the parent metal to be welded and can lead to different areas between the 

weld zone and the HAZ to have different strengths. Supposing fracture stress is less 

than the residual stress in certain areas in the course of aging; there is a high possibility 

that strain-age cracking will occur. This is known as heat treatment cracking after 

welding.    

2.8.2 Soldering 

Soldering is a low-strength joining technique for metals in which the heat input required is low 

relative to welding and the filler, known as solder, is melted at low temperature of 840° F. 

Similarly, the soldering technique is carried out at a lower temperature compared to the melting 

point of the metals intended to be joined. There are two grades of solder which are soft and 

hard types. Tin, lead, etc. are examples of soft solder while hard solders are copper and zinc. 

Surface cleaning is a pre-soldering action whereby a flux is used to get rid of unwanted oxides, 

scales, oil, grease, etc. from the surface of the metals to be joined. The flux could be either 

acidic fluxes (such as ZnCl and HCl) or non-acidic fluxes (resin). A major advantage of this 

process is that it can be applied to materials that are considered to have weldability that is 

relatively poor, which includes composite, ceramics, and plastics [10].  

2.8.3 Brazing 

The practice of the inhabitants of summers in Western Asia (present-day Iraq) by soldering 

silver and gold materials as early as 4000 B.C. [80] introduced the concept of brazing in which 

the filler alloy is used in the course of joining. A brazing technique is said to be effective if 

there is adequate heat transfer to the site of filler and the assembled joint. The process 

parameters that influence brazing are the rate of heating, cooling and production, heating cycle, 

and dimensions of materials prepared for brazing, etc. 

Since the liquidus of the metals to be joined is usually higher than that of the filler metal [81],  
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the filler metal is rapidly heated to a temperature that is higher than 840 °F. The process is done 

in this manner because the brazing temperature should be greater than the melting point for the 

filler metal, but less than that for the metals to be joined. The common sources of heat suitable 

for brazing are from torch, induction heating coils, furnace to mention but few. In this process, 

a capillary force draws the liquid filler into the joint while heat is applied to the assembled 

joint. The melted parts of the joint then form a metallurgical bond through cooling to room 

temperature so as to complete the bonding process.  

Usually, a large number of filler metals are made of pure materials or the alloys of Aluminium, 

Silver, Gold, Cobalt, Copper, and Magnesium and they could be in powdered form or may be 

fabricated as foil, tape or wire. Based on the specifications, a brazed joint can be configured as 

desired into a lap joint, butt joints, butt-lap joint, scarf joint or tee joint. The filler materials are 

required as a necessity to be cleaned with flux before brazing to guard against oxidation, and 

the flux helps to moisten the metal surfaces by dissolving the oxides on them. As a result of 

this, it creates a coating over the heated metal surfaces which would not allow oxygen to 

permeate. Fluxing agents can be found as a natural lime, charcoal, soda, or alkali [80]. 

2.8.3.1 Merits of Brazing  

Brazing has a good number of benefits, which are stated below [80], [82]: 

i. It is a harmless process with no melting of the materials to be joined. 

ii. It retains the metallurgical integrity of the materials being joined. 

iii. It is easily adapted to a variety of materials such as dissimilar, similar, metal, and non-

metals for joining purposes.  

iv. It produces high-quality joints with component tolerances that are greatly maintained, 

unlike in welding. 

v. Welding associated problem such as HAZ is reduced to a minimum. 
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vi. It can be used for delicate thin sections that are hard to weld. 

vii. There are relatively low heat input and power requirement. 

2.8.3.2 Demerits of brazing 

There are certain downsides to brazing as a method. These are: 

i. The brazed joint has low strength when compared to welded joints. 

ii. The brazed joint has low strength with respect to the metals to be joined. 

iii. The joints made by brazing are not suitable for high-temperature applications 

iv. The aesthetic disadvantage is a major challenge due to the color difference between the 

joints and the parent materials. 

2.8.3.3 Methods of Brazing 

Based on the source of heat applied, there are six popular brazing methods, namely [80], [83]: 

• Dip method  

• Infrared method 

• Resistance method 

• Induction method 

• Torch method 

• Furnace method 

Moreso, there are four uncommon methods. These are: 

• Microwave method 

• Braze-welding method 

• Exothermic method 

• Laser method 
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2.8.3.3.1 Dip Method 

Certain pre-brazing operations, which are crucial in dip brazing are cleaning, preheating, 

fluxing and assembling of the joint. The faying surfaces of the materials to be joined are cleaned 

firstly (to get rid of contaminants such as dirt, oil/grease, rust, and scales), preheated and dipped 

in a flux bath (chemical compound) to complete these pre-brazing operations. There is a 

possibility that oxides could be formed during the preheating due to chemical interactions 

between the surfaces and the air in the presence of heat. However, but the flux coating 

completely intercepts the oxide film formation and remove any unwanted oxides on the faying 

surfaces. The joint can now be assembled to commence brazing. By ramping the temperature 

to a suitable brazing temperature without melting the faying contact surfaces, the filler metal 

is heated and fills the gap provided. This results in a durable joint being formed through the 

solidification-cooling process. The process is time-efficient and applicable to electronics [80].  

2.8.3.3.2 Infrared Method 

The use of infrared waves has found applications in different fields/industries, including its use 

as a source of heat in brazing techniques. The infrared heating process is known to be faster 

with respect to the conventional furnace brazing [84] due to energy range for the infrared to be 

between  0.001eV1 and 0.7eV [85] with respect to the electromagnetic spectrum. The heating 

rate and cooling rate are faster, and the evolution of the joint can be achieved in the order of 

seconds [86]. Infrared brazing is a joining technique whereby heating is achieved by the quartz 

lamps that can produce and discharge invisible infrared radiations at very high power levels 

and reflectors are used to focus the energy released on the joint area. It is a flexible method in 

such a way that the brazing atmosphere may be vacuum or inert gas under a pressure that is 

lower than atmospheric pressure, and the cooling of the system is done with the aid of platens 

                                                           
1 eV is electron-volts 
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[87]. The benefits of this method are comparatively low energy requirement, rapid heating 

cycle, and absence of damage to the metallurgical characteristics of the materials to be bonded.  

2.8.3.3.3 Resistance Method 

In resistance brazing, the parts to be joined are arranged to form an electric circuit, and the 

required heat is generated by resistive opposition to the flow of applied current through water-

cooled electrodes attached to a transformer. The resulting local heat is a measure of individual 

or collective resistivity of both the electrodes and materials to be joined and thereby flows into 

the joint, melts the filler metal and create a high-quality joint. Unlike in the conventional 

brazing, the necessity for the capillary drawing of the filler into the joint is eliminated in 

resistance brazing method since the surfaces of the materials to be joined must touch each other 

by employing suitable pressure between the electrodes and the assembly. Fluxes are applied in 

wet condition or as slurry on the parts of the joint, which must be free to move, especially 

during the heating stage. This method can be upgraded by incorporating a spot-welder into its 

application. Resistance method is faster, and there is a reduction of grain growth [80], [87]. 

2.8.3.3.4 Induction Method 

This method uses the principle of electromagnetic induction developed by Faraday to cause 

local heating of the joint area in close proximity to the induction heating system, usually electric 

coils that converts an AC2 into electric-magnetic fields which cut the ferromagnetic filler. This 

invariably induces eddy current, and corresponding heating of the filler metal occurs. The 

liquid filler melts and flows so as to braze the joint region. Unlike in the infrared heating, the 

parts to be joined are not included in the electric circuit. In order to prevent oxidation, inert gas 

                                                           
2 AC is alternating current 
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cloud or flux is used. The heating cycle can take just seconds if the primary induction coils are 

very effective. The major benefits of this brazing technique are reduced distortion of  

component  materials, faster precise heating, and durable joint [80], [88], [89].  

2.8.3.3.5 Torch Method 

Torch brazing is also known as a flame or oxyfuel brazing because heating is done by direct 

combustion of a fuel in the presence of oxygen. Torch brazing is a frequently used brazing 

technique due to its low-cost implications, simplicity, and adaptability for a small number of 

production batches, hard-to-reach applications as well as specially-designed operations. A 

torch that is equipped with hot gas is used to heat the joint area so as to melt the filler metal 

which is fed by capillary drawing into the gaps within the joint area. The most commonly used 

fuel gases are acetylene, natural gas, MAPP, butane, propane in air or oxygen (probably 

compressed). The brazing flame for torch brazing method is made up of at least two of these 

zones, namely: inner core, outer flame, and acetylene feathery. Based on these zones, there can 

be three types of flames, which are carburizing, oxidizing, and neutral flames. A very low gas-

fuel ratio results into carburizing flames; otherwise, oxidizing flame is obtained. There is 

adequate protection against oxidation since the brazing temperature is actually below the 

oxidizing temperature of the brazed metals. The neutral flame (bluish/orange flame tip to 

prevent oxidation, white-bluish inner cone, and absence of acetylene feather) is regarded as the 

best flame during torch brazing, and it can raise the temperature of the joint area to the brazing 

temperature within 0.5 – 0.75 minutes. The modes of operation for torch brazing are manual, 

machine, and automated. In terms of productivity, an automatic torch brazing method is 

preferable to the manual or machine method [80], [87], [90], [91], [92].  
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2.8.3.3.6 Furnace Method 

Furnace brazing method is identified as an economic means for processing numerous 

components at a time or joint production in intricate and large parts in various aerospace and 

nuclear applications/uses. This method reached the phase of commercialization in the 20th 

century with the development of three basic types of furnaces, which are vacuum, continuous, 

and retort/batch furnaces. The required heating for furnace brazing can be done by electric 

elements, especially. The gas or flame could be used in as much the flame does not impinge 

directly on the parts to be joined. The components to be brazed (which are self-jigging) are 

prepared by cleaning and properly positioned in the furnace while the braze is placed in close 

proximity to the joint or inside it. The braze takes the following forms, e.g., tape, wire, paste, 

foil, powder, slugs, fillings, etc. The use of flux is optional, and protective atmosphere can be 

used instead of flux, e.g., vacuum and gaseous atmosphere. The greatest benefit of furnace 

brazing is mass production brazing [80], [93], [94], [95], [96].  

2.8.3.3.7 Microwave Method 

The use of microwave energy has been in existence for more than 50 years for various purposes, 

but microwave brazing is a recent technique developed for brazing joints with ceramics 

especially in corrosion–resistant, high temperature, and high-performance applications. The 

use of microwave brazing for ceramics is at the developed stage while the joining of metals 

and ceramics is considered as newly developed technique. Unlike in the traditional heating, the 

microwave is directed unto the adjoining surfaces by high precision movements, which results 

into internally-generated heat by means of molecular interactions within the materials in 

conjunction with an electromagnetic field and thereby cause volumetric heating. During the 

brazing operation, the microwave reactor releases the microwave radiations so as to heat the 

joint assembly, and the filler material melts to cool afterward. The resulting energy is found 
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efficiently productive in brazing ceramics than metals, and microwave brazing is restricted to 

research and developments rather than industrial-commercial uses. Though the microwave 

brazing method is still being explored, it has proven effective in the production of blades, 

electronic devices, rotors, fuel cells to mention but few [80], [82], [97], [98], [99].  

2.8.3.3.8 Braze-welding Method 

Braze welding is referred to as bronze welding and mostly used for large castings applications. 

In braze welding, the melted filler is deposited into the joint and the metallurgical bond results 

from wetting actions as well as diffusion between the liquid and the base metal that does not 

melt by the applied heat via oxy-fuel flame. Though the principle of operation for fusion 

welding and braze welding are almost the same, the major differences are that materials to be 

brazed are not affected by heat unto melting and the filler is not drawn by capillary action 

unlike in fusion welding. The liquid braze fills the joint assembly by process of tinning. The 

strengths of the joints made by braze welding are generally considered commensurate to the 

fusion welded bonds without distorting the metallurgical characteristics of the materials to be 

bonded and can be suitably used for making metallic joints. Braze welding has a lot of benefits 

over welding by fusion such as room for joining dissimilar materials, the absence of residual 

stresses, reduced effect of heat distortion, and elimination of the need for prolonged preheating. 

However, the brazed joints are not suitable for service conditions involving elevated 

temperature and stresses [80], [82], [98], [100].  

2.8.3.3.9 Exothermic Method 

Exothermic brazing is a special brazing technique whereby the heat is liberated as free energy 

due to the solid-state exothermic chemical reaction such that the joint assembly is heated, the 

filler melts and wets the joint surfaces so as to produce the required bond. The major difference 

between the exothermic brazing and other methods of brazing is that it is of necessity that the 
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braze must be pre-placed before the actual brazing commenced. The process begins with 

chemical/mechanical cleaning of the base metal(s), then the joint is assembled and placed in 

an inert-gas equipped furnace. The furnace temperature is raised to the extent of causing 

ignition of the source of heat, and the end-products are removed by hot water to complete the  

brazing process. It is cheap and can be used for making hydraulic tubes [80], [82], [98].  

2.8.3.3.10 Laser Method 

A laser such as diode-types are used in laser brazing to locally melts the braze without causing 

any form of distortion in the base materials, wets the adjoining surfaces and joins the assembly. 

The major advantage of this method over welding is comparably low heat input and found 

applications in industries like aerospace, optical, automotive as chief of others. Similarly, 

problems of overheating, strong deformity, degradation, and damage to the joint parts make 

laser brazing to be preferred over the conventional brazing methods. The versatility of this 

method is the reason for being used in joining classes of materials including non-alloyed, high 

alloyed/galvanized steels, light-weight construction materials, and aluminum. The other 

benefits of this method are that deleterious secondary phases are absent after brazing, and there 

is high precision/surface finish of the joint [101], [102].  

2.8.3.4 Selection and Forms of Filler Metals 

The choice of filler metal and means of application play an essential role in ensuring effective 

brazing and dictate the outcome of whichever brazing technique employed. The factors to be 

considered while selecting the filler metal include the method of brazing, the degree of heating, 

joint configuration, the atmosphere, and the means of application of the filler material. Other 

considerations include the effectiveness in alloying the filler materials with the joint parts, the 

wettability of braze metal, the ease of flow by a capillary force, and vaporization of the 

constituent elements of the filler material. The measure of interactions occurring in the joint 
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region with regards to the braze and joint parts is very important too. These afore-mentioned 

factors are influenced by physical-state characteristics of the filler in the molten phase. Filler 

metals employed in brazing can be pure elements or alloys, and alloys are commonly used than 

pure elements. Filler metals are made and supplied in different forms. For instance, powdered 

fillers are made by gas atomization; filler foils by melt spinning; tapes by casting processes; 

filler paste by alloying a filler powder and a non-fluxing binder which can be organic or 

inorganic [80], [103].  

2.8.3.5 Brazing Fluxes 

Fluxes are oxidation-inhibitors. The brazing flux coats or shields the joint area from oxide 

formation and prevents the re-oxidation of the adjoining surfaces of the base metals. This is to 

ensure that oxidation by-products are adequately removed for brazing heat to get to the joint 

parts and molten filler readily flows to wet the cleaned surfaces of the joint. At the brazing 

temperature, the fluxes are either in the gaseous or liquid phase to function better, and the factor 

that determines the selection of fluxes are: 

 Type of the base metal. 

 Type of the braze material. 

 The brazing conditions, e.g., time, temperature, etc. 

 Cost. 

The minimum and maximum working temperatures at which the flux is effective are 

determined by the solidus and liquidus of the filler alloy. It is expected that the filler should be 

completely liquid and actively stable throughout the duration of the wetting actions and cooling 

of the joint area. The effective working range for fluxes is about 310 K below the solidus of 

the braze and 366 K above the liquidus of the filler. This is influenced by the constituents of 

the parts being joined, nature and volume of the flux and brazing temperature. The duration of 
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the brazing must not be long so as to eliminate the occurrence of flux exhaustion. The 

constituents of a brazing flux are a mix of different chemical substances (such as chlorides, 

borates, boron, boric acids, alkalis, fluoroborates, fluorides, and water) and they must be 

thoroughly and adequately mixed to ensure a smooth process when the flux is applied. Some 

peculiar anti-oxides such as Ti/Mg may be added for the purpose of self-fluxing. The means of 

applying the fluxes is dictated by production volume, brazing technique, and configuration of 

the joint [80], [81], [100], [104]. 

2.8.3.6 Surface Cleaning and Preparation of Joints 

Effective brazing process can be hindered when there are impurities (contaminants) on the joint 

surfaces because it will impede the flow of the braze as well as the wetting action. This 

necessitates that the filler materials and base metal parts are thoroughly cleaned prior to the 

brazing process since the flux can only remove the impurities in the form of tarnishes, and 

oxide films. Other impurities in the form of grease/oils, paints, lubricants, etc. are removed by 

the action of cleaning and preparation of the joint surfaces. The cleaning is done by chemical 

and mechanical cleaning, as discussed further below. 

i. Chemical Cleaning 

The use of chemical solvents has long been tested efficiently in removing contaminants 

on metallic surfaces. The application of chemical cleaning is influenced by these 

factors, namely: type of impurity, the joint configurations, and the material to be 

cleaned. Colorless C2HCl3 and corrosive Na3PO4 are the most widely employed brazing 

cleaners.  

ii. Mechanical Cleaning 

This cleaning encompasses a class of processes such as grinding, brushing, blowing or  

abrasive blasting. These processes aid capillary drawing and fluidity of the braze.  
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The first stage of cleaning is surface preparation. The end-products of the preparations are 

removed by an ultrasonic rinse, and brazing is expected to proceed, immediately the cleaning 

is done [80], [82]. 

2.8.3.7 Brazing Atmosphere 

The presence of oxygen and moisture greatly impede the fluidity and spread area of the braze, 

which necessitate the need to control the brazing atmosphere so that the sole purpose of 

obtaining a joint that is of desired qualities will not be threatened. The atmosphere can interfere 

in the quality of the joint via the process of oxidation/reduction reactions, nitriding reactions, 

and carburization/decarburization reactions. These interactions between the joint parts and the 

constituents of the atmosphere should be avoided. The constituents can take two forms, namely: 

gaseous elements (O2, H2, N2) and compound-mixture forms (CO, H2, H2O). The variety of 

constituents of the atmosphere are either chemically-reactive (H2, CO, H2O, CO2, O2, CO, 

hydrocarbons) or chemically-unreactive (Ar, He). It should be noted that the heat transfer rate 

is somehow dictated by gas varieties, constituents of the atmosphere, and kinetics of gas flows. 

To inhibit the net reaction between the atmospheric constituents and joint parts, the atmosphere 

for brazing can be divided into three, namely neutral, reducing, and vacuum [80], [105]. 

 Neutral atmosphere: This consists of noble elements found in the periodic table, e.g., 

helium (He) and argon (Ar). Nitrogen is added as well. 

 Reducing atmosphere: This includes hydrogen (H) and carbon (C), which are capable 

of preventing any form of surface oxides during the early stages of heating as well as 

during the proper brazing process. Hydrogen is known to be the most reducing agent.  

 Vacuum: This atmosphere is free from any form of gases or impurities such that the 

joint parts are not oxidized or being reacted with. Pumping method and dissociation are  

the means by which this atmosphere is controlled to avoid reaction with the joint parts.  
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2.8.4 Diffusion bonding 

It is possible to achieve a microscopic bonding of metallic contact surfaces without necessarily 

melting them under the action of heat and pressure through a process called diffusion bonding. 

The bulk of the mass transport in this superplastic process is partly done by plastic deformation 

and completed by atomic diffusion. This is an advance joining technique via solid state 

diffusion to produce high-performance joints that have strength and microstructure comparable 

to the parent materials. Unlike in the traditional methods of joining whereby joints are made 

by plastic deformation alone, diffusion plays a vital role in strengthening this kind of bonds, 

and it is used where dissimilar/similar metals are to be joined. Critical features are required, 

including the microstructure of the parent metals being retained as well as the effect of 

degradation being eliminated. This method requires certain prominent conditions, which 

include mechanical intimacy and removal of asperities as well as contaminants. Prior to 

bonding, a conspicuous action that is required is the surface preparation by the effect of cold 

work in a bid to produce oxide-free, uniformly smooth and planar surfaces. This cold work 

induces recrystallization, which invariably increases the kinetics of the vacancy diffusion and 

alloying can increase the rates of diffusion too. The types of diffusion bonding are massive 

diffusion bonding and thin-sheet diffusion bonding. The parameters that greatly influence the 

process are temperature, cycle duration, perpendicularly-applied pressure to the bond area, and 

pre-bonding nature of the surfaces being joined [106], [107].  

The various benefits of diffusion bonding are: 

 Addition weights to the joints are eliminated relative to mechanical joining by fasteners.  

 Comparable microstructures and features just like the base metals 

 Cost efficiency 

 Elimination of welding defects 

 Alloys that are not easy to weld can be joined 
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 No need for further machining operation due to a low degree of distortion. 

The hindrances to the application of this method are: 

 Relatively long processing time. 

 High set-up cost 

 The non-adaptability to high productions 

 Greater care in the preparation of samples 

 Explicit control of the process parameters 

 Application of heat as well as high pressure in an unreactive atmospheric covering 

Regarding the hindrances encountered in the course of using diffusion bonding, then TLP 

bonding serves as a potential alternative. This will be discussed further in the next sub-section 

[10], [107]. 

2.8.5 Transient liquid phase (TLP) bonding 

The crude method of joining materials was developed with the aid of interlayers upon the 

advent of Etruscans civilization in ancient Rome. This is called granulation whereby decorative 

beads were joined unto golden vessels using copper as a befitting interlayer. This method forms 

the premise on which the modern-day transient liquid phase (TLP) bonding is based. The 

granulation process is renamed as TLP upon critical reviews/modifications conducted in 1971 

by  Paulonis et al [80], [108], [109], [110], [111], [112]. 

TLP is a joining method that combines the principle of diffusion bonding and brazing [113]. 

Just as in conventional brazing, the assemblage consists of the base metal and the filler alloy. 

The filler is a special type because it contains melting point depressants (MPDs). The 

assemblage is heated to cause phase changes resulting in the formation of molten filler. This 

chemically reacts, by the wetting process, to form a liquated mixture of constituents of filler 

and base metal. There are microstructural changes in the joint region as the MPDs undergo 
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atomic movement into the substrate by solid-state vacancy diffusion while the joint is retained 

at a constant temperature. This is simultaneously complemented by isothermal solidification in 

which the liquid width shrinks towards the mid-line of the joint so as to permit the growth of 

the solid-solution phase within the joint region. Adequate time is required for isothermal 

solidification to be completed. Finally, a near-ideal non-heterogeneous bond, with 

metallurgical features comparable to the substrates, is formed [80], [109], [110], [111]. 

2.8.5.1 Applications of TLP Bonding 

Over time, a good number of materials based on these elements Aluminium, Titanium, Cobalt, 

Iron, and Nickel have been effectively joined with TLP bonding. Similarly, it can be used for 

non-metals like ceramics, special composites, and microelectronics. It has solved the problem 

of joining materials that are prone to heat with minimum distortion. It is also easily employed 

where materials of either similar or different metallurgical properties are involved, especially 

when other joining techniques had proved abortive. It can be used in the manufacture of parts 

of combustion chambers and structures as well as in repairing parts of turbine engines [10], 

[80], [112]. 

2.8.5.2 Merits of TLP 

TLP bonding can be so beneficial in the following ways [111]: 

i. There is no difference in the properties of both the pairs of the base metal and the joint. 

ii. The interface is completely removed after the bonding operation. 

iii. The joint undergoes self-homogenization. 

iv. Relatively low clamping forces are required. 

v. There is a great chance to avoid the formation of intermetallics. 

vi. It requires a minimum sample preparation. 

vii. It can be used for bulk and intricate shapes simultaneously.  
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2.8.5.3 Demerits of TLP 

The disadvantages of TLP bonding are stated below [111]: 

i. There is a tendency for longer processing times. 

ii. It is restrained to elevated temperatures of at least 0.6 Tm 

iii. It requires fast-moving diffusing elements 

iv. The heat-up stage must be rapid enough. 

v. It requires heat-treatment procedures after bonding for age-hardening materials, 

especially. 

TLP bonding is a brilliant joining technique, though imperfect with its disadvantages. Measures 

to forestall these limitations lie in leveraging on its benefits and complying with the 

requirements for a successful bonding process. 

2.8.5.4 Description of TLP 

The peculiarity of TLP bonding makes it being referred to as diffusion brazing. In TLP, there 

must be an appropriate arrangement of bonding materials to make the assembly that is 

subjected to high bonding temperature in order to melt the filler alloy (or interlayer). Then, the 

rapidly diffusing solute elements initiate the isothermal solidification so that a joint with 

equable composition profile is formed [114]. The interlayer is located between the pairs of 

materials to be joined and takes various forms like powder, foil, paste, or an electrolytic coating 

on the surfaces of the materials. One of the important things to ensure during bonding is close 

contact between the interlayer and the materials to be joined which is realized as long as the 

constant pressure on the assembly is not too much to cause spillage. TLP bonding can be carried 

out in a pressurized chemically unreactive atmosphere or a controlled atmosphere which is 

within a confined chamber while heating is done in a furnace. The furnace cools down, and the 

bonded sample is retrieved for post-bonding operations [80], [112]. 
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2.8.5.5 Bonding Kinetics of TLP Process 

In the course of making TLP bonding easy to understand, certain models have been developed. 

These TLP models presumed that there is concentration equilibrium at the solid/liquid 

interface, and the stages of TLP are occurring sequentially [80], [112], [115]. The sequential 

arrangement of the four stages of the TLP bonding process is melting of the interlayer, 

dissolution of the parent metal and widening, isothermal solidification, and homogenization of 

the bonded joint at solid state.  

2.8.5.5.1 Melting Stage 

A successful bonding starts with the heating of the assemblage to a suitable temperature that is 

usually above the eutectic temperature and thereby leads to the dissolution of the interlayer. 

The liquid interlayer moisturizes the closely fitted surfaces of the base materials due to its 

wettability. This wettability depends on the viscidity of the liquid and the surface energy of the 

parent metals [80], [112]. 

2.8.5.5.2 Dissolution Stage 

This stage is appropriately known as the dissolution and widening stage and occurs after the 

melting of the filler alloy while the bond zone is continuously heated to the required bonding 

temperature. This dissolution results in a change in the composition of the interfacial elements 

via diffusion between the molten interlayer and the mating surfaces. Owing to this 

compositional imbalance, the surfaces of the base metal begin to melt-back, and the resulting 

liquated joint starts to widen. This widening continues until there is an equilibrium in both 

liquid and solid concentrations at maximum joint width. The measure of the dissolution 

depends on the initial joint width, the concentrations of MPDs in the interlayer, and the 

solubility of the solutes in the base materials [80], [112]. 
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2.8.5.5.3 Solidification Stage 

The dissolution stage terminates into this stage for bonding to continue at a constant 

predetermined temperature. The isothermal solidification stage may take several hours, and its 

kinetics greatly determines the kinetics of the entire TLP bonding process [116]. Then, the 

MPDs in the liquated joint diffuse into the adjacent substrates which, in turn, makes the width 

of the liquid inside the joint area to reduce steadily until it vanishes given that there is enough 

holding time. It is important to note that the rate at which the interface is displaced is directly 

proportional to the rapid movement of the MPDs [80], [117]. 

Local equilibrium is maintained at the joint interface such that the compositions of the phases 

(solid and liquid) remain constant for this stage to proceed accordingly till completion. The 

isothermal solidification stage has been proven essential due to its prominent role in the 

resulting metallurgical features of the bonded joint. However, it is slower and time-consuming 

as it is governed by the solid-state diffusion [10], [80], [115]. 

2.8.5.5.4 Homogenization Stage 

Homogenization as a solid-state process removes the solute peaks from the stage of isothermal 

solidification so as to ensure a bonded joint with unvarying concentration profile and 

metallurgical features comparable to the substrates. The temperature for the homogenization 

stage is influenced by the degree of sensitivity of the joint microstructure, and this could be 

either higher or lower than the temperature at which the joint is made [10], [80], [118]. 

2.8.5.6 Selection of the Parameters of TLP Bonding Process 

It is essential to control the bonding parameters for TLP bonding by optimization. This is to 

save time, cost of bonding, and enhance the attributes of the bonded joint. The factors 
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controlling TLP bonding include the bonding temperature, the holding time, gap width, type 

of base metal, and filler alloy used. These parameters will be discussed below. 

 Bonding temperature  

The rate at which the liquated joint during TLP process solidifies is largely dependent 

on the selected bonding temperature. Hence, the influence of bonding temperature is 

crucial to TLP bonding. Moreover, the determination of appropriate temperature to be 

used can be obtained either directly from the phase diagram for the system or using 

already existing experimental data. The data should illustrate the diffusion mechanisms 

for the system under consideration [10], [80].  

Arrhenius equation already shows the relationship between temperature and diffusion 

coefficient that they both vary directly with each other. It is easy to draw a conclusion 

that the isothermal solidification becomes faster for every increase in bonding 

temperature since it is determined by the rate of atomic diffusion of the MPDs into the 

materials being joined. This invariably leads to a reduction in bonding time to complete 

isothermal solidification and supported by works reported by Norouzi et al. [119], 

Arafin et al. [120] to mention but few.  Some studies [121], [11] reported otherwise that 

there is an inverse relationship between temperature and isothermal solidification, 

which implies a longer time for the liquid to entirely solidifies. 

 Filler Alloy Composition 

The constituent elements that make up the filler alloy affect the joint quality during 

TLP bonding. The vitality of the filler is to ensure a good property in terms of fluidity 

and wettability for effective bonding. It should also be able to react with the substrate 

to provide the best solid solution with an optimum concentration profile of the solutes. 

The solubility of the MPD’s is another paramount property to note while considering 

the selection of suitable filler [10].  
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 Gap Width of the filler  

The gap width is a potential process parameter that dictates the time to complete 

isothermal solidification because it quantifies the amount of liquid available at the end  

of the heating stage. This is in the sense that the larger the gap width, the more the liquid 

needed to solidify. In the case of using foil as the interlayer, the thickness of the foil 

should not be very small as it can be destroyed before reaching the isothermal 

solidification stage. This implies that there is a minimum thickness of the interlayer 

below which the bond would be damaged.  

 Nature of Base Metal  

The quality of the bonded joint is influenced by the geometric dimensions of the base 

metal and MPD solubility in the base metal. Thus implies that the proportion of the 

MPD that makes up the composition of the base metal determines the quantity of MPD 

that can diffuse into it during the isothermal solidification stage. This means that a high 

fraction of solute diffuse into the base metal if the fraction of the MPD in the base metal 

prior to bonding is low provided that the maximum solubility is not yet reached and 

vice-versa. A very good characteristic feature of the base metal is to enable passage of 

the diffusing solutes and absorb adequate solutes into its matrix in such a manner that 

formation of brittle phases is avoided around the joint region. This is because they pose 

a danger to the structural integrity of the joint. 

 Holding time  

The holding time is applicable to just one out of the four stages of TLP bonding, which 

is the isothermal solidification stage. It plays an essential role in the course of getting 

rid of the residual liquid found within the joint area, and there is direct variation between 

the fraction of the liquated joint that solidifies isothermally and the holding time. 

Therefore, abundant time must be set to hold the joint during isothermal solidification 
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stage to get rid of the residual liquid which does not offer any benefit to the 

microstructure of the bonded joint.    

2.9 Research Scope 

Having reviewed various methods of joining metals, the concept of welding is known to be 

universal or mostly used among them all. However, there are limitations to the use of welding 

in joining some materials such as single crystal Nickel-based superalloys. Hence, they are not 

easy to weld. The recently developed methods of joining are as a result of several modifications 

adopted, which makes TLP bonding as an attractive alternative for joining such materials since 

it addresses the challenges associated with welding. So, the main objective of this study is to 

investigate the effect of various process parameters related to TLP bonding on the 

microstructural transformations that may occur while bonding SX Rene-N5 superalloy with the 

aid of filler, NB-150. 

In the purview of this work, characterization of the base materials is done. Then, bonding 

operations were conducted at some temperatures for certain holding times with the aim of 

identifying corresponding effects of each process parameters on the joint microstructure. The 

selected process parameters are holding time, bonding temperature, and filler material 

compositions.  
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CHAPTER 3 - MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The materials needed and bonding parameters to achieve the aim of this study were carefully 

selected. This was followed by TLP bonding of the selected base material which is taken as the 

experimental work, and the bonded joints are examined using different microscopic equipment. 

3.1 Materials Selection for TLP Bonding 

3.1.1 Base-Materials  

The samples of aerospace single crystal Rene-N5 were used for analysis during the experiment. 

The respective percentage compositions of each constituent elements are stated in Table 3.1.  

3.1.2 Filler Alloy  

The filler used for the major portion of the experiment is Nicrobraz 150. Table 3.1 presents the 

three constituent elements of this filler and their respective percentage weight compositions. 

Just like the base material, the chief element in this filler is Nickel. The filler is in powder form, 

and the boron atoms present are serving as the MPDs. It has liquidus temperatures of 1323K. 

The bonding temperatures selected for this work are ensured to be above this liquidus. To 

compare the effect of filler alloys on joint microstructure, IN-738 (see Table 3.1) is used as the 

additive powder.  

3.1.3 Gap-width Spacer  

Pairs of molybdenum wire are used in the course of bonding. They are used to maintain a 

uniform joint width at the setup stage and heating stage during the TLP bonding operations. 

The diameter, as obtained from micrometer screw gauge, is 200 μm. The 200 μm spacers are 

used for all the bonding operations except while quantifying the amount of reduction in 

processing time. To quantify the reduction, 75 μm spacers are used. 
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Table 3.1: Weight (%) of Rene-N5, IN-738 additive, and NB-150 filler [10], [122] 

Elements Rene-N5  IN-738 NB-150 

Al 5.47 3.47 - 

Co 7.39 8.50 - 

Cr 6.94 15.84 15.00 

Hf 0.55 - - 

Mo 1.80 1.88 - 

Ni 62.23 balance balance 

Re 2.76 - - 

Ta 6.78 1.69 - 

W 6.08 2.48 - 

C - 0.11 0.06 

Ti - 3.47 - 

Fe - 0.07 - 

Zr - 0.04 - 

Mn - 0.01 - 

Nb - 0.92 - 

B - 0.012 3.5 
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3.2 Experimental Work 

3.2.1 Pre-bonding Sample Preparation  

Since the materials are hard to cut using saws, computer numerically controlled (CNC) electro-

discharge machine (EDM) was used to cut the samples into the desired shapes and dimensions. 

The dimensions used are 3 mm x 8.5 mm x 10 mm. For proper grinding operations, 600 graded 

Si-C papers were used to remove unwanted oxide layers and make smoothened/flattened 

sample surfaces. Then, they were transferred into beakers filled with acetone for ultrasonic 

cleaning for 15 minutes. The prepared samples were coated either partially or fully on the edges 

so as to guard against the spillage of molten filler in the course of bonding.  

3.2.2 Bonding Procedure 

3.2.2.1 Jig assembly 

To carry out the TLP bonding in the furnace, the jig assembly must be set-up first. A typical 

jig assembly is shown in Figure 3.1. This set-up includes basic operations of pre-heating the 

bolts, proper coating of the samples and jigs, and arrangement of the materials into the jig 

assembly.  Bolts, with 6mm diameter, are heat-treated under conditions of 950oC and 45 

minutes. Then, the machined jigs are coated inside with ceramic paste and allowed to dry. This 

coat constrained the flow of the liquid filler within the joint region and disallowed any escape 

in the form of spillage. The treated bolts are withdrawn from the furnace, cooled and fixed in 

their respective positions on the jigs. There are three bolts to hold down any jig assembly. A 

pair of dried coated samples are gently placed inside the jig in such a way that the cleaned 

surfaces are facing each other. Then, the spacers are used to create the required gap width, and 

the assembly is held down by the bolts carefully and firmly. The foils are coated, allowed to 

dry and used to cover all the edges of the jigs so as to serve as additional constraints to the  
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Figure 3.1: Joint assembly in a jig  
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liquid filler. The hand wrench is used to lock up the assembly without destroying the spacers 

(molybdenum wires). The filler is carefully located inside the clearance provided in the joint 

area. 

3.2.2.2 TLP Bonding 

The prepared assembly is placed inside a LABVAC II vacuum furnace under a vacuum 

pressure of approximately 5 x 10-5 torr to prevent oxidation. The furnace is operated to conduct 

the brazing operation through the earlier-stated first three stages of TLP bonding in section 

2.9.7. Figure 3.2 represents the cycle of TLP bonding. Thus, the assembly is heated to the 

bonding temperature, retained at this condition for some predetermined time and finally cooled.  

3.2.3 Post-bonding Sample Preparation  

The assembly is later withdrawn from the furnace and dismantled for further post-bonding 

examinations. The bonded samples are sectioned, grounded, polished, and electro-etched. The 

sectioning is done perpendicularly relative to the bond line of the joint. The reagent used for 

the etching contains 40ml nitric acid, 12ml phosphoric acid, and 48ml sulphuric acid. Then, 

the prepared bonded samples are taken for microstructural examinations.  

3.3 Microscopic Examinations  

These examinations are  done on two major equipment, namely: 

i. An inverted -reflected optical microscope (OM).  

ii. A JEOL 5900 scanning electron microscope (SEM).  

The OM is equipped with a CLEMEX Vision 3.0 image analyzer. The microstructure examined 

on the OM is done at lower magnification relative to SEM.  The SEM is equipped with an ultra-

thin window Oxford energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS) and INCA analysis software. For a  
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Figure 3.2: The schematic cycle of TLP bonding 
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higher magnification of the images and compositional characterizing, the SEM/EDS is used. 

The modes at which the SEM images are taken are; the secondary mode (SEI) and back-

scattered mode (BES). The values recorded for the joint widths, isothermal zone widths and 

eutectic widths are computed by the arithmetic mean of the measured data of about twenty (20) 

readings.   
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CHAPTER 4 - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This chapter provides a discussion on the microstructure in the as-received Rene-N5 prior to 

TLP bonding. Also, the results of the effect of process parameters on microstructural changes 

in the TLP bonded joints, are presented and discussed.  

4.1 Microstructure of Rene-N5 Prior TLP Bonding  

The optical micrograph of the as-received Rene-N5 is presented in Figure 4.1. The 

microstructure is predominantly dendritic solidification microstructure. Some particles can be 

observed along the interdendritic region, as shown in Figure 4.1.  

Low magnification SEM image shows some irregular particles along the interdendritic region, 

as shown in Figure 4.2. The summary of the results of EDS compositional analysis of these 

phases is given in Table 4.1. The EDS result suggests that these particles are based on carbides, 

which are secondary particles that are rich in carbon element. This is in agreement with some 

previous studies on this alloy [41], [123], [124]. It is observed that these carbides are rich in Ta 

and Hf.  

Further microstructural analysis by using the SEM at high magnification showed another 

precipitate within the matrix of the alloy, see Figure 4.3. Some studies [123], [124] have 

identified these phases as gamma prime. Figure 4.3 shows the distribution of the γ' phases in 

the FCC γ matrix of the as-received Rene-N5. The relatively light-gray structures are the 

gamma prime (γ'). The γ' observed at different regions in the microstructure of the as-received 

Rene-N5 takes the form of a cube except that those found at the interdendritic region are a bit 

longer. The segregation of γ' forming elements could be the reason for the variation in the 

morphology of these particles [41], [125], [126], [127]. The γ' particles in the dendritic region 

are seen to spread uniformly within the γ-matrix with the length scale in the range of 2 μm. The 

volume fraction of γ' is estimated by the point-counting method and direct measurement [128].  
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Figure 4.1: Optical micrograph of as-received Rene-N5 showing dendritic segregation 

structure 
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Figure 4.2: SEM image of the carbides found in as-received sample 
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Table 4.1: Typical composition of carbide formed at the interdendritic region 

Elements Al Cr Co Ni Mo Hf Ta W Re 

Wt (%) 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.3 0.0 21.7 74.0 0.0 0.0 
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Figure 4.3: SEM image showing the distribution of γ' in the γ-matrix. 
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The average volume fraction is calculated to be about 70% using both methods [122], [129]. 

4.2 Microstructure of the Brazed Joint 

The as-received Rene-N5 samples are bonded at 1090oC for 15 hours, and the SEM image of 

the bonded joint is presented in Figure 4.4. Figure 4.4 illustrates that there are three (3) distinct 

regions within the joint zone with regards to their respective morphology, and they are denoted 

as A, B, and C for Diffusion Affected Zone (DAZ), Isothermally Solidified Zone (ISZ), and 

On-cooling Solidified Zone (OSZ), respectively. In this work, eutectic is observed within the 

OSZ as a result of inadequate time for complete isothermal solidification of the joint [10]. The 

details on the different regions are given in the subsections below.  

4.2.1 Isothermal solidification zone 

Figure 4.5 (a) shows a SEM image of the ISZ. The EDS quantitative data of this region is 

presented in the table attached to Figure 4.5 (b). The data analysis corresponding to ISZ in 

Figure 4.5 (b) reveals that the region is Ni-rich (FCC) solid solution. Elements including Al, 

Co, Mo, Hf, Ta, W and Re which were not originally included in the filler composition seem 

to have actually diffused into ISZ region as a result of dissolution-diffusion reactions between 

the filler and base metal. The ISZ is formed as a result of induced compositional changes by 

substrate-liquid filler interdiffusion during the holding time at a constant bonding temperature.  

4.2.2 On-cooling solidified zone 

In this work, the section of the bonded joint occupied by the eutectic which solidified from the 

bonding temperature through the process of cooling to the room temperature is referred to as 

the on-cooling solidified zone (OSZ). Microstructural analysis by using the SEM at higher 

magnification showed the microconstituents that made up this region, as demonstrated in 

Figure 4.6. Three (3) phases are noticeable in Figure 4.6. To understand the nature of these  
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Figure 4.4: SEM micrograph of the bonded Rene-N5: where A is the DAZ; B is the ISZ and 

C is the ASZ (Eutectic) 
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Element Weight% Atomic%    

Al K 4.1 9.3    

Cr K 8.2 9.7    

Co K 6.0 6.3    

Ni K 66.7 69.4    

Mo L 1.4 0.9    

Ta M 4.1 1.4    

W M 6.4 2.1    

Re M 3.1 1.0    

Totals 100.00     

 

Figure 4.5: The SEM-EDS compositional analysis showing: (a) point scan image (b)    

composition of each element 
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Figure 4.6: SEM micrograph of phases found in the ASZ. 
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eutectic microconstituents, the solidification sequence during TLP bonding reported by some 

researchers was reviewed. 

A collective work by Tung et al. [130] was conducted on the use of BNi-4, as filler, to bond 

pure Nickel. This filler comprises Ni, B, and Si. The sequence of solidification behavior 

reported, in their work, is that γ-Ni single phase is formed first and followed by the formation 

of two phases: Ni-Boride and Ni-Silicide. In the earlier reported work by Ohsasa et al. [131], 

modelling work was performed on TLP bonding of Ni-blocks using Ni-Cr-B filler alloy. They 

employed Scheil simulation to study the solidification mechanisms during the cooling of the 

residual liquid. Following the sequence of transformations, a single Ni-rich phase was observed 

to form as a primary phase by isothermal solidification at a bonding temperature of 1110oC. 

Then, an eutectic reaction which is represented as L => γ (FCC) + Ni3B occurred at 1042oC 

during cooling. Finally, the cooling process was fully completed by the ternary eutectic 

reaction: L => γ (FCC) + Ni3B + CrB at a bonding temperature of 997oC. Similarly, three 

different phases are reported during the TLP bonding of other Ni-base superalloys. These are: 

γ (FCC), Ni-boride and Cr-boride [14], [15], [25], [115]. 

In the current work, the phases seen at the center of the bonded joint (see Figure 4.4 and Figure 

4.6) are considered to be results of eutectic reaction during cooling. SEM-EDS data from these 

phases are listed in Table 4.2. Based on the results, it is likely that these phases are Ni-solid 

solution, Ni boride, and Cr-Mo boride.  
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Table 4.2: Percentage weight composition of the phases in the OSZ 

Elements Weight (%) 

Ni-rich solid solution Ni-rich boride Cr-based boride 

Al 3.5 1.8 0.0 

Cr 11.4 8.4 42.0 

Co 2.2 2.5 1.5 

Ni 76.4 82.5 13.1 

Mo 2.5 0.0 24.5 

Ta 0.0 4.9 0.0 

W 4.1 0.0 10.3 

Re 0.0 0.0 8.6 
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4.2.3 Diffusion affected zone  

SEM micrograph of the microstructure of DAZ is represented in Figure 4.7. The secondary 

precipitates observed are needle-shaped particles and blocky particles within the DAZ. These 

needle-shaped particles are formed in arrays of parallel, intersecting, and combined parallel-

intersecting forms. The amount of blocky phases is significantly more than the precipitated 

needle-like phases. The data for the chemical compositions of these particles acquired by EDS 

method are provided in Table 4.3. The DAZ is predominantly made up of Ni-based precipitates, 

which are presumably borides formed due to diffusion of boron into the solid substrate during 

bonding [12], [15], [132].  
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Figure 4.7: SEM micrograph of the phases found in the DAZ 
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Table 4.3: Percentage weight composition of the phases in the DAZ 

Elements Weight (%) 

Blocky precipitates Needle-shaped precipitates 

Al 7.0 5.7 

Cr 6.2 8.2 

Co 5.4 4.7 

Ni 59.0 49.0 

Mo 1.9 5.5 

Ta 9.0 8.8 

W 8.2 13.2 

Re 3.3 5.0 
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4.3 Effect of Bonding Parameters on the TLP Bonded Rene-N5  

4.3.1 Effect of bonding time on the microstructure of the joint 

To study the effect of time on the joint microstructure, bonding experiments were performed 

at 1090oC for 1 hour, 5 hours, 10 hours, 15 hours, 25 hours, and 50 hours. The width of the 

bonded joints basically comprises of ISZ and OSZ. The plot of the average joint width against 

the holding time is shown in Figure 4.8. It can be seen that the average joint width stays within 

the experimental error range as the bonding time increased from 1 hour to 50 hours. This shows 

that the average joint width did not change significantly over the period of time used. This 

observation is expected since similar materials are bonded and the system actually undergoes 

dissolution in order to achieve equilibrium in TLP bonding. During the dissolution, the system 

attains a maximum joint width and maintains it for the duration of the process.  

Figure 4.9 shows the plot of the isothermal solidification zone width (ISW) against the square 

root of holding time. A linear relationship between the width of the isothermally solidified zone 

and the square root of holding time is observed between 1 hour and 25 hours. This indicates 

that isothermal solidification is controlled, basically, by atomic diffusion. This observation is 

in a close agreement with some previously reported works [10], [118], in which Ni-based 

superalloys were bonded using the conventional filler, NB-150. Standard analytical models 

have been developed to explain the influence of time on the microstructure of TLP bonded 

joints. Based on the models, it has been found that there is a linear relationship between the 

width of isothermal solidified zone (ISW) and the square root of holding time. The governing 

equation for this relationship is given below [133],[134], [135]: 

Y =  Ø ∗ √t                                                               (1) 

Where Y is the isothermal solidification zone width; Ø is the isothermal solidification rate 

constant, t is the holding time. 
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 Figure 4.8: A plot of average N5/N5 joint width against holding time at 1090oC 
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Figure 4.9: A plot of the average width of ISZ in N5/N5 joint against the square root of 

holding time at 1090oC. 
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The isothermal solidification rate constant, Ø is the slope of the linear region (parabolic regime) 

between the ISW and the square root of holding time (Figure 4.9). It is also given by equation 

[136]: 

Ø = 2 ∗ K ∗ √D                    (2) 

Where D is the diffusion coefficient; K is a constant for the system, and it is obtained by 

numerically solving the equation [134]: 

C∝l−Co

Cl∝− Cαl
=  

√π∗K∗[1+erf(K)]

e−k2      (3) 

Where Cl∝ and Cαl are solidus and liquidus concentration respectively obtained from the Ni-B 

phase diagram, and Co is the initial concentration of the MPD. 

Also, the value of D in equation 2 can be calculated from equation [132]:  

                D =  Doe−
Q

RT       (4) 

Where R and Do are constants; Q is the activation energy (kJ/mol); T is the absolute 

temperature (Kelvin). The detailed algorithm used to solve for K, D, Ø, and Q is shown in the 

Appendix. 

The apparent activation energy for the boron diffusion during the TLP bonding of single crystal 

Rene-N5 using NB-150 is computed to be 244.35kJ/mol. Table 4.4 presents the activation 

energy for different Ni-based superalloys. Regarding Table 4.4, the calculated Q for Rene-N5 

is relatively large compared to the conventional Ni-based polycrystal superalloys. This high 

activation energy, Q implies that diffusion of boron into Rene-N5 during bonding will be 

slower than in the other superalloy and this will result in prolonged processing. However, the 

linear relationship observed in Figure 4.9, as well as established in equation 1, is not maintained 

throughout the bonding test. A deviation from the linear trend can be seen beyond 25 hours of 

bonding time. This deviation is a reduction change in the isothermal solidification rate constant. 

Based on the literature, the suggested possible causes for this deviation are highlighted below: 
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Table 4.4: Reported apparent activation energy for the diffusion of boron during the TLP 

bonding of some selected superalloys [23], [139]. 

Materials Filler Bonding Temperature 

(oC) 

Activation Energy 

kJ/mol 

Single 

crystal 

Rene-N5 NB-150 1120 - 1200 244 

 

 

Polycrystals 

MM 007 MBF-80 1100 - 1180 219 

IN 713 MBF-80 1100 - 1200 211 

IN 600 MBF-80 1100 - 1180 209 

Mar-M 247 MBF-80 1100 - 1180 199 
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Firstly, the presence of more than one melting point depressant (MPD) solute diffusing from 

the filler alloy into the base metal, and thereby slowing down the isothermal solidification rate 

constant such that the processing time is prolonged [115].  

Secondly, the formation of the second-phase precipitates(borides) in the base metal at the DAZ 

slows down the rate constant of the solidification process as well as prolonging the processing 

time [137].  

Thirdly, the occurrence of the grain growth within the ISZ is claimed to cause reduction in the 

rate constant of isothermal solidification [138].  

These afore-mentioned suggestions, however, do not explain the occurrence of the 

phenomenon in all systems because the phenomenon has been observed in systems: 

i. that do not contain more than one MPD solute [80]. 

ii. in which second-phase precipitates (borides) are not formed within the DAZ [80]. 

iii. involving single crystals alloys in which there are no grain boundaries, let alone 

grain growth during the TLP bonding [80]. 

However, a recent numerical work undertaken by Amin et al. [135] has identified a possible 

cause of the deviation phenomenon, which is applicable to all systems. They found that the 

deviation from the linear relationship is due to the diffusion coefficient that is actually varying 

with concentration and time.  

Lastly, the eutectic width reduces as the ISZ increases since the joint width is fixed. The trend 

in the width of isothermal solidified zone is essentially the same in eutectic width except that 

it is in reverse order, as shown in Figure 4.10. This is because the reduction in eutectic width 

is brought about by the epitaxial growth of the ISZ towards the centre of the joint.  
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4.3.2 Effect of bonding temperature 

The changes in the joint microstructure due to the effect of bonding temperature were studied 

at the temperatures; 1090oC, 1120oC, 1150oC, 1180oC, and 1200oC for maximum bonding time 

of 50 hours. The absence of significant changes in the joint width over the period of time used 

for bonding at 1090oC (section 4.3.1) is also observed at other temperatures considered in this 

section. The variation in average joint width with respect to bonding temperature is shown in 

Table 4.5 and Figure 4.11. The joint width is 301.5 µm at a bonding temperature of 1090 oC. 

The increase of the bonding temperature to 1120oC resulted into joint width being increased to 

310.88 µm. Further increase in bonding temperature to 1150oC, 1180oC, and 1200oC resulted 

in the joint width being increased to 334.88 µm, 354.27 µm, and 364.52 µm respectively. So, 

the trend in the data obtained demonstrates a gradual increase in the joint width as the bonding 

temperature is varied between 1090oC and 1200oC. During TLP bonding, the system undergoes 

dissolution so as to dilute the solute concentration to the solidus and liquidus compositions in 

order to achieve equilibration. As the temperature increases, the extent of dissolution required 

increases, thereby causing the maximum joint width reached to increase. 

In addition, it is stated in section 4.3.1, that there is a linear relationship between the isothermal 

solidified zone width and the square root of holding time at 1090°C. A similar trend is also 

observed at the other bonding temperatures between 1120°C and 1200°C. This linear 

relationship is terminated by the occurrence of deviation at all these temperatures considered. 

The region of the linear trend is termed parabolic regime, and the deviation region is termed 

non-parabolic regime. The summary of the slopes of the parabolic regions at different bonding 

temperatures is given in Table 4.6. In Figure 4.12, it is observed that the slope initially increases 

between 1090°C and 1120°C. However, the slope generally reduces with further increase in 

bonding temperature from 1120°C up to 1200°C. Recall that the relationship between the slope 

(of the plot of the width of ISZ against the square root of holding time for a Ni-B system), the  
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Figure 4.10: A plot of average eutectic width in N5/N5 joint against square root of holding 

time at 1090oC. 
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Table 4.5: The average joint data for N5/N5 bonded between 1090°C and 1200°C 

Temperatures (oC) Average joint widths (µm) 

1090 301.5 

1120 310.9 

1150 334.9 

1180 354.3 

1200 364.5 
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Figure 4.11: The plot of the average joint width against the corresponding bonding 

temperature 
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Table 4.6: The slopes of the parabolic regions at each bonding temperature. 

Temperatures (oC) Experimental slopes 

1090 21.4  

1120 28.9 

1150 22.7 

1180 17.9 

1200 15.8 
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Figure 4.12: The plot of slopes of the parabolic regions and bonding temperature 
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constant (K), and the diffusion coefficient (D) is governed by equation 2. This equation shows 

that the slope is controlled by two important parameters, namely: diffusion coefficient, D and 

the constant, K. The influence of these parameters on the slope is on competitive basis. 

Generally, diffusivity increases as temperature increases in any system, whereas the constant, 

K is dependent on the phase relationship at any temperature. At various values of the constant, 

K and diffusion coefficient, D (see appendix), the theoretical slopes (see Table 4.7) are 

calculated for each bonding temperature, based on the Ni-B binary system. In a binary system, 

it is found that the slope should increase with increase in temperature (see Figure 4.13) because 

the diffusion coefficient, D is large to the extent that it overcomes the effect of low constant, 

K. Moreover, the trend in the slope obtained by plotting the experimental data is consistent 

with the theoretically-predicted behavior between the bonding temperatures of 1090°C and 

1120°C. However, the trend later deviates by a gradual decrease with further increase in 

bonding temperature between 1120°C and 1200°C. This observation seems not to be due to 

diffusivity in a multicomponent system such as Rene-N5. Rather, it is the constant, K that 

appears to control the slope between 1120°C and 1200°C. This may be explained using the 

phase relationship stated in equation 3. 

In equation 3, the constant, K, is well known to be a function of three important parameters, 

namely: solidus concentration, liquidus concentrations and initial concentration of the MPD. 

The values of the solidus and liquidus concentrations for binary systems is probably different 

from that of multicomponent systems. Thus, a difference in phase relationship may be related 

to why a multicomponent Rene-N5 alloy system is behaving differently (reduction in ISZ rate 

constant at higher temperatures) in comparison to the expected increase in ISZ rate constant in 

simple Ni-B binary system.  This reduction in the ISZ rate constant results into longer time to 

eliminate eutectic present within the bonded joint. Consequently, this reduction prolongs the 

processing time to achieve complete isothermal solidification of the bonded joint. 
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Table 4.7: The calculated slopes for a constant D in Ni-B systems. 

Temperatures (oC) Calculated slopes 

1090 13.7  

1120 16.4 

1150 20.6 

1180 26.3 

1200 30.5 
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Figure 4.13: The relation between the calculated slopes and bonding temperatures for 

constant D 
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4.3.3 Effect of filler alloy composition on the microstructure of the joint 

The type of filler is another important parameter that can affect the microstructure of the joint. 

The investigations described in the previous sections have shown that the processing time 

during TLP bonding of single crystal Rene-N5 superalloy is relatively long. A suggested means 

to reduce processing time, from the literature, is the use of a mixture of conventional filler and 

additive powder rather than using 100% conventional filler [118], [141]. An additive powder 

could be a pure metal or an alloy [142] and do not contain MPD solutes. Moreover, it is 

necessary that the additive should melt completely to avoid the formation of stray grains 

whenever it is used for brazing single crystal alloys. In this section of the current work, an 

experimental study is carried out to investigate the influence of process parameters, specifically 

mix ratio, powder size, temperature, and filler alloy composition on complete melting of the 

additive. The details of this experimental investigation are provided in the following 

discussions.  

4.3.3.1 Identification of the criteria for complete melting of the filler mixture 

Figure 4.14 reveals the microstructure of surface deposition of 100% NB-150 on Rene-N5 

carried out at 1180oC for 1 hour. This OM image shows a dendritic solidified micrograph. The 

formation of this microstructure can be attributed to the solidification of the liquid filler 

resulting from complete melting and cooling to room temperature since the experiment was 

conducted at a temperature above the liquidus of the filler, NB-150. 

4.3.3.2 Effect of mix ratio on the extent of melting of the filler mixture 

The OM images of the samples bonded at 1180oC for 1 hour at different mix-ratios (70%, 50%, 

and 20%) using Ni-additive powder with coarse powder sizes of 100 µm are presented in Figure 

4.15 (a) - (c) respectively. Figure 4.15a shows the OM image of deposit of mix-ratio of 70%  
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Figure 4.14: Optical images from the microscope of the completely melted 100% NB-150 

filler at 1180oC for 1hour 

 

Solidification dendritic microstructure 
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Figure 4.15: OM of the bonded samples of coarse Ni-additive powder at 1180oC for 1 hour 

using different mix ratio of (a.) 70% (b.) 50% (c.) 20% 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 
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Ni-additive powder and 30% NB-150 filler on Rene-N5. This micrograph shows the 

appearance of randomly distributed solidification defects known as micropores and 

agglomerated Ni-additive powder embedded within the eutectic, solidified liquid filler. 

Similarly, these distinct particles of Ni-additive powder can still be seen when the mix-ratio of 

the additive powder was reduced to 50%, but the void volume at this condition is lower 

compared to 70% mix ratio (Figure 4.15b). The notably observed porosity at these mix ratios 

may be due to solidification shrinkage caused by limited melting of the additive powder. 

However, using 20% additive powder to conduct surface deposition, no micropores are 

observed in the micrograph (Figure 4.15c). The micrograph consists of two apparent zones; 

upper and lower zones. dendritic solidification microstructure is observed in the upper portion 

of the micrograph with complete melting of the powder while the incompletely melted Ni-

additive powders are seen in the bottom zone. In general, the extent of melting increases as the 

fraction volume of the additive powder reduces 

The effect of mix ratio was further investigated by another set of experiments conducted at 

1180oC for 1 hour at different mix ratios (60%, 30%, and 20%) using fine Ni-additive powder 

with powder size of 2-3 µm (Figure 4.16 a-c). As seen in Figure 4.16a, Rene-N5 at 60% mix 

ratio of Ni-additive powder shows the presence of micropores, similar to the previous 

experiments. Also, incompletely-melted Ni-additive powders are located within the dendritic 

solidification microstructure. The amount of the distinct Ni-additive powders is reduced by 

reducing the mix ratio of the additive powder to 30% as observed in Figure 4.16b. Furthermore, 

the dendritic solidification structure is noticeable at the top part of the micrograph, and very 

scanty micropores are present as well. The micrograph of 20% mix ratio (Figure 4.16c) 

demonstrates a completely-melted filler mixture since only dendritic solidification structure is 

observed in the entire OM image. Similar to the previous experiments, the extent of melting of 

the additive powder increases as the mix ratio of the additive powder reduces. 
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Figure 4.16: OM of the bonded samples of fine Ni-additive powder at 1180oC for 1 hour 

using different mix ratio of (a) 60% (b) 30% (c) 20% 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 
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4.3.3.3 Effect of powder size on the extent of melting of the filler mixture 

To evaluate the effect of powder size on the extent of melting of the filler mixture, 20% mix 

ratio of Ni-additive powder with powder sizes of fine (2-3 µm) and coarse (100 µm) at 1180oC 

are compared (Figure 4.17 (a) and (b)). Although all the bonding conditions are the same except 

the powder sizes, there is a difference between the microstructures obtained. The micrograph 

in Figure 4.17a shows incompletely melted coarse Ni-additive powder. In contrast, there is 

complete melting of fine Ni-additive powders (Figure 4.17b).  

4.3.3.4 Effect of temperature on the extent of melting of the filler mixture 

To assess the effect of temperature on the extent of melting of the filler mixture, 30% mix ratio 

of fine Ni-additive powders was deposited on the Rene-N5 at 1180oC and 1200oC as presented 

in Figures 4.18 (a)-(b). The OM image provided in Figure 4.18a shows the presence of 

incompletely-melted Ni-additive powders in the filler mixture at 1180oC. However, when the 

bonding temperature was increased to 1200oC, the microstructure shows complete melting of 

the additive powder (Figure 4.18b). This observation could be explained from the 

understanding of mechanism of TLP bonding in conjunction with Ni-B phase diagram. 

Fundamentally, dissolution occurs in order to achieve equilibration through dilution of solute 

(MPDs) concentration from the initial filler composition to the liquidus concentration. In Ni-B 

binary system, as the temperature increases, liquidus concentration reduces, as shown in Figure 

4.19. This will cause the extent of dissolution to increase. Hence, large amount of additive 

powder is expected to be dissolved at 1200oC than at 1180oC.  
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Figure 4.17: OM of the bonded samples of 20% mix ratio of Ni-additive powder at 1180oC 

for 1 hour using different powder sizes of (a) 100 µm (b) 2-3 µm  
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Figure 4.18: OM of the bonded samples of 30% mix ratio of fine Ni-additive powder bonded 

at (a) 1180oC (b) 1200oC 
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Figure 4.19: The Schematic of Ni-B phase diagram 
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4.3.3.5 Effect of filler mixture composition on the extent of melting of the filler mixture 

Two types of additive powders, namely: pure Nickel and Nickel-based alloy, IN738 are used 

to study the effect of powder composition on the melting behaviour of the filler alloy. Surface 

deposition was carried out at 1200oC for 1 hour by using 30% mix ratio of fine powder of both 

Nickel and IN-738 (Figure 4.20 (a)-(b)). It can be seen that both powder melted completely.  

Further investigation is carried out by increasing the mix ratio from 30% to 40% while other 

bonding conditions remain constant, as shown in Figure 4.21 (a) – (b). Figure 4.20a shows the 

micrograph of 40% mix ratio of Ni-additive deposit at 1200oC for 1 hour. It can be seen that 

incomplete melting occurred. However, the micrograph obtained when 40% IN-738 is used is 

found to have complete melting of the additive powder. This implies that chemical composition 

can affect the melting behavior of the filler mixture. Hence, the reason the IN-738 powder 

melted more than Nickel powder may be attributed to the fact that alloying elements in IN-738 

reduces the melting point of Nickel.  
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Figure 4.20: Processed images after bonding at 1200oC for 1 hour using 30% mix ratio of: (a) 

Ni-additive (b) IN-738 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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Figure 4.21: Processed images after bonding at 1200oC for 1 hour using 40% mix ratio of: (a) 

Ni-additive (b) IN-738 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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4.3.3.6 Quantitative analysis of the reduction of processing time during TLP bonding 

The results of the bonding experiments show that the system appears to be slow. This prolongs 

the required processing time to achieve complete isothermal solidification. A suggested means 

that can help, from the literature, is the use of additive powder and must melt completely. 40% 

mix ratio of fine IN-738 is selected because there is complete melting with this condition at a 

bonding temperature of 1200oC. To investigate the reduction in processing times, TLP bonding 

of Rene-N5 was conducted at 1200oC for bonding times between 1 hour to 50 hours using 

100% NB-150 and 40% mix ratio of fine IN738-additive powder. The plot of the average 

eutectic width (AEW) against the square root of holding time is presented in Figure 4.22. By 

comparing AEW for both systems, it is observed that the use of filler mixture containing 

additive holds the benefit of producing smaller widths of eutectic compared to 100% 

conventional filler. This invariably implies that the processing time to achieve complete 

isothermal solidification would be lesser by the use of filler alloy and additive instead of 

conventional filler alloy only. The reason is attributed to the reduced amount of MPD solutes 

within the joint prior to TLP bonding. During the TLP bonding, the system undergoes 

dissolution of the substrate to achieve equilibration. The extent of this dissolution is 

fundamentally controlled by the amount of MPD present in the joint. By using additive powder, 

the amount of MPD solutes is reduced and thus the extent of dissolution is reduced, which 

results in less amount of liquid within the joint and hence, shorter time to achieve complete 

isothermal solidification.  

The variation between the width of ISZ and the square root of time is shown in Figure 4.23. In  

Figure 4.23, the extrapolated time to complete isothermal solidification for 100% filler and 

40% IN-738 are 531.72 hours and 457.099 hours, respectively. Since the times are very long, 

initial joint width, Wo was reduced from 200 µm to 75 µm. The experimental results obtained 

by bonding Rene-N5 using 75 µm gap-width at 1200oC for 12 hours are presented in Figure 
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4.24 (a) and (b). These results show that almost complete isothermal solidification occurred 

after 12 hours in the 40% additive sample due to only isolated thin eutectic found along the 

joint. However, in the 100% filler sample, a thick and continuous eutectic with an average 

width of 43.72 µm is formed along the whole joint. Therefore, there is 23.16% reduction in the 

processing time using 40% mix ratio of fine IN-738 relative to NB-150 filler. 
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Figure 4.22: The plot of average eutectic width with the square root of bonding time for 

Rene-N5 at 1200oC by using the 100% filler and filler mixture containing 40% IN738. 
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Figure 4.23: The graph of ISZ against the square root of time at 1200oC for (a) NB (b) IN-

738 additive 
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Figure 4.24: OM of the bonded Rene-N5 using an initial gap of 75 µm at 1200oC for (a) NB 

(b) 40% fine IN-738 

(a) 
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CHAPTER 5 – SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS 

FOR FUTURE WORK 

5.1 Summary and Conclusions 

 In this study, single crystal Rene-N5 has been successfully bonded using transient liquid 

phase bonding process with the aid of NB-150 filler. The following conclusions are drawn: 

1. Generally, the microstructural analysis of the bonded samples reveals three regions of 

the joint, namely: Isothermal Solidified Zone, On-cooling Solidified Zone, and 

Diffusion Affected Zone.  

2. There is formation of eutectic along the bonded joints owing to insufficient holding 

time to achieve complete isothermal solidification. The width of the eutectic is observed 

to reduce with the increase in holding time.  

3. Rather than a linear relationship between the isothermal solidified zone width and the 

square root of the holding time, based on standard TLP bonding models, deviation from 

this linear relationship is observed. This could be due to variation of the diffusion 

coefficient with concentration and time.  

4. The activation energy for diffusion computed in this work suggests that the TLP 

bonding of single crystal Rene-N5 will take a longer processing time compared to 

conventional polycrystalline superalloys like IN 738 etc.  

5. Contrary to theoretical expectations based on binary alloy system, the experimental 

results show that the rate constant of isothermal solidification reduces with the increase 

in the bonding temperature between the 1120 oC and 1200 oC.  

6. Therefore, the reduction in isothermal solidification rate constant with temperature may 

be attributed to phase relationship in a multicomponent system, such as Rene-N5, 
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between 1120 oC and 1200 oC to be in a form that the constant, K which is a function 

of liquidus concentration, solidus concentration and initial concentration to outweigh 

diffusivity, thereby reducing slope as temperature increases. 

7. Some parameters are found to influence the extent of melting of the additive powder. 

These include: temperature, powder size, mix ratio and filler alloy composition. It is 

observed that the extent of melting increases as powder size and mix ratio reduces and 

as temperature increases. In addition, the use of IN-738 alloy instead of pure Nickel as 

an additive material was found to aid complete melting of the filler mixture due to the 

fact that alloying elements in IN-738 reduces the melting point of Nickel. 

8. The use of filler mixture that contains 40% fine IN-738 additive powder and 60% 

conventional filler resulted into complete melting at 1200oC and caused a considerable 

reduction (23.16%) in the processing time of a single crystal joint when compared to 

the use of 100% conventional filler, NB-150. This can enhance the effectiveness of the 

bonding process for commercial application. 

5.2 Suggestions for Future Works 

1. Further study can be performed with the use of other filler alloys to study how the effect 

of process parameters on the joint microstructure are influenced by different MPD 

solutes during TLP bonding of single crystal superalloys. 

2. Experimental investigation is recommended to be carried out to study the effect of filler 

materials that contains completely melted additive powder on mechanical properties of 

the joints of TLP bonded single crystal superalloys. 

3. Experimental study can be conducted to evaluate the hot-corrosion properties of single 

crystal joints produced by TLP bonding using different filler alloys that contains 

completely melted additive powder. 
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APPENDIX  

ALGORITHM TO CALCULATE “K” NUMERICALLY 

function [D,K,Q,Wmax] = Activation_function(T,S,W0,CF) 

%UNTITLED15 Summary of this function goes here 

%   Detailed explanation goes here 

D0=0.0144; 

  

 R=8.314/1000; 

S1=S*(1/3600).^.5; %to convert from the square root of hours to seconds 

S2=S1*10.^-6; %to convert from micron meters to meters 

Tem=(T*9/5) + 32 ;% to convert from fari to celsius 

  

C0=0;  % initial concentration in the base metal 

 [ConL,ConS] = SolidusLiquidus(Tem); 

syms K 

E1=K*(1+erf(K))*sqrt(pi)/(exp(-K.^2))==(ConS-C0)/(ConL-ConS); 

K=solve(E1,K) ;  %value of k 

  

D=(S2/(2*K)).^2;  % diffusion coefficient m^2/sec 

  

Q=R*(T+273)*(log(D0)-log(D));  % kj/mol/k 

  

Wmax=2*W0*(CF/ConL); 

End 
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 ALGORITHM TO CALCULATE ACTIVATION ENERGY 

clc 

clear all 

  

T=[1093 1120 1150 1180 1200]  % in celsius 

S=[21.429 28.929 22.689 17.860 15.808] %slope in micro meters per square-root hour 

  

CF=3.5  % initial conc. in filler 

W0=200  % initial joint width  

D0=0.0144; % m^2/s 

R=8.314/1000; % kJ/K-mol 

  

for i=1:length(T) 

    

    [D(i),K(i),Q(i),Wmax(i)] = Activation_function(T(i),S(i),W0,CF); 

  

end 

  

Qaverage=mean(Q) 

  

for i=1:length(T) 

    

    Dsolved(i) = D0*exp(-Qaverage/(R*(273+T(i)))); 

    SlopeSolved(i)=2*K(i)*sqrt(Dsolved(i))/(1/3600).^.5/10.^-6; 

end 
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  clc 

 display('T S D K Q Wmax Dsolved SlopeSolved') 

Values=vpa([T' S' D' K' Q' Wmax'  Dsolved' SlopeSolved'],6) 

  

display('Average Q') 

Qaverage=mean(Values(:,5)) 

   

figure(1), clf 

plot(T,D,'r-*') 

title('Diffusion Coefficient vs Temperature') 

xlabel('Temperature (Celsius)') 

ylabel('Diffusion Coefficient (m^2/s)') 

  

figure(2), clf 

plot(T,Q,'r-*') 

title('Activation Energy vs Temperature') 

xlabel('Temperature (Celsius)') 

ylabel('Activation Energy (KJ/mol/K)') 

  

Tx=T+273; 

figure(3), clf 

plot(Tx.^-1,log(D),'r-*') 

title('Arrhenius plot') 

xlabel('1/T (1/Kelvin)') 

ylabel('ln(D)') 
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T S D K Q Wmax Dsolved SlopeSolved 

 Values = 

[1093.0, 21.429, 1.98634e-11, 0.0400676, 231.700, 365.171, 8.14550e-12, 13.7225] 

[1120.0, 28.929, 3.80942e-11, 0.0390591, 228.738, 371.793, 1.23072e-11, 16.4431] 

[1150.0, 22.689, 2.31765e-11, 0.0392745, 239.543, 385.697, 1.91133e-11, 20.6044] 

[1180.0, 17.860, 1.34050e-11, 0.0406506, 251.207, 406.040, 2.91487e-11, 26.3365] 

[1200.0, 15.808, 1.02683e-11, 0.0411100, 257.929, 423.045, 3.82525e-11, 30.5111] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


